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We can s u p p l y
d e t a i l e d financials on your t a k e o v e r t a r g e t ,
a l e r t you of a c o m p e t i t o r ' s m a t e r i a l event filing,
a n d give you tools f o r p e e r g r o u p analysis.

But w h a t m a k e s t h e i r
so light is beyond us.

We may not know bike frames, but no one knows financial intelligence better than Disclosure. With Global
Access, get online access to 5 million real-time and historical corporate filings. Tap into our SEC and Worldscope
databases. Draw key intelligence through our insider trading analytics and expert commentary. And perform
custom analysis and competitive comparisons with spreadsheet-ready financials. For a demonstration, visit
www.disclosure.com/dga.Or call 800-236-6997 x202 to access the world's largest source of financial intelligence.

The experts know! You should go to the original source - LEXISe-NEXISm- the
industry leader. No matter what platfornl you use, we have the high-performance
s o h a r e that fits your needs. WindowsQ95. Windows NTTM.Mac@or MS-DOSB.
The choice is yours. So you can work the way you want to work. Even via the Web!
See our latest moves to the Web at http:l/www.lexis.nexis.com
To be most efficient and effective, call your LEXIS-KEXIS account executive. Just tell
us what platform you have and you will receive the latest version of LEXIS-NEXIS
software - at no charge. Or call 1-800-227-4908

LExls NEXIs
allyou need to know.

LEXiS and N W I S are regisrered mademarks of Reed EInevier P~opertlcsInc.. used under license. R.e 1NFORM.ATIOY
ARRAY logo E a bdemark ..Reed E i s e m Properks In.. nsed under license Wndows m d MS-DOS me registered
t r a d e ~ a r k sand Wadown NT is a trademak of Mmosoft Corporation. Mac a a rc~1s:ered nademak of Appk
Computer, Ir-c. Other produch and services mzy be zademxks or registered 'Jzdema;ks of their respective cornpanles.
D 1997 LEXIS-NEXIS. a division of Reed E!scvier lac. Aii rights reserved. BDIOIZ-0 0997
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cr The online Journal is not just my
starting point for financial information,
it's also the closest thing America
has to a great national newspaper. 99
Jack Pluenneke
Business Week, August 1996

"There is no question.
Dow Jones's content is the benchmark
for business information. It's the best.
You start and finish with Dow ones."
M a r y h n Whitney, Team Leader, Library Services,
Chevron Services Co.

"If you can't find it here,
it hasn't been published?'
Mike Hogan
PC Computir,g,November 1996

For more information about Dow Jones,
visit our Web site or call 800-369-7466 ext. 4138.

a 9 9 7 Daw Jones 8 Company, lnc. Ail rights resewed.
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Gilbert Konishi illustrates the benefits of a knowledge-based Intranet where
information can be accessed no more than "two clicks" away.

28 Conference on Fair Use Generates Understanding, But Little Results
What does th.e future hold for the Conference on Fair Use? Sarah K. Wiant sheds
some light on the outcomes (or lack thereof) of CONFU.

3 2 Activities of the Copyright Committee of the Japan Special Libraries
Association: Looking Back on the Past 33 Years
Shukei Maesano explains some of the activities of the Japan Special Libraries
Association in the copyright arena.

34 Saint Jerome and Some Library Lions
Tom Sutherland shares a sampling of "librariana." Do you know who the patron
saint of librarians is? Read on and fmd out some surprising tidbits!
$&

Prison Libraries Change Lives
Marjorie Lemon describes her rewarding experiences working in a prison library.
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SLA President Judith J. Field urges members to rake advantage of what SLA has to

offer in order to enhance their performance.
essing a
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Chemical Abstracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . -27
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The Nominating Committee for SLA's 1999 election needs your
help. We must select 10 worthy SLA members to run for office. Your
assistance is needed to help the five committee members make their
selection from among the many outstanding individuals within our
Association.
Please let us know who among your colleagues is ready and
willing to serve the profession at the association leadership level.
Send us the following information on each individual and indicate
the office for which you are nominating him or her:
*nominee'sname, address, and phone number;
*lengthof SLA membership;
*officesheld in chapters, divisions, or at the association level;
*membershipin association-level committees;
*other activities with SLA (membership on chapter and division
committees, CE courses taught, awards received, articles
published, etc.); and
*otheritems we should know.
We would like to know what it is about this person that make him
or her an ideal nominee for the election slate. If possible, please
provide some information on his or her thoughts about our
profession, the association, and its current and future activities, or
any other relevant comments that distinguish these individuals from
your colleagues. DO NOT HESITATE TO NOMINATE YOURSELF-no
need to be modest if you know you can contribute to the profession
at this highly visible level. All submitted information with be
confidential, The offices for the 1999 election are: president-elect,
directors, division cabinet chair-elect, and chapter cabinet chairelect.

Send your nominations by Monday, December 8 to:
Ethel M. Salonen
Knight-Ridder Information, Inc.
Three Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02142
Tef: 1-617-494-1114, ext. 26 Fax: 1-617-494-5122
E-maif: ethel-saZonen@krinfo.com
4 information Butlook November 1997
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In my last column, I discussed the issue of "leadershipn which is the first component of the 1998
conference theme. Another component of the theme is the concept of "performance." While leadership
is a characteristic that is admired, it is difficult to define or to measure. However, it is felt that performance can be measured and evaluated and that we, as information professionals, are constantly being
judged by the quality of service we provide our clients. Expected performance levels can be described in
terms of expected competencies needed to successfully do a job. These competencies are stated in such
a way to reflect one's level of experience meaning that during our professional career we need to continue to enhance our competencies. The two publications dealing with competencies that the association has recently published promote the need for continued professional growth.
Enhancing or updating one's competencies can be done in a variety of ways. Within our chapters,
many of the meetings focus on current professional issues and discussions of new product lines. Chapters also provide their members with
hands-on workshops and continuing education programs on current professional issues. Divisions, with the structure of the annual conference, attempt to provide a mixture of products on specific topical subject issues and join with other divisions in putting on joint programs dealing with broader issues. Some divisions even develop continuing education programs which are then included as part of the association's professional development program.
The association's professional development offerings have become more varied in recent years. Initially, programs were only offered at
the annual conference, then the more popular programs were offered on a regional level. A Middle Management Institute was then developed, followed by the State-of-the-Art Institute, and in Seattle this past June, we introduced the Knowledge Executive Institute for those
members in senior management positions. Today, the professional program continues to provide new offerings including video conferences
and this fall, our first multimedia distance education learning pwogam. In addition to formalized courses, the publications program continues to add new titles inchding new self-study titles.
Our professional development program is held in high regard by other information associations and some of our courses have been incorporated into their professional development programs. In spite of this success, the Professional Development Committee has spent over
a year working on a new blueprint for professional development activities designed to meet your future professional development needs.
None of us can afford to become complacent over the quality of services we offer our clients, neither can the association afford to rest on
its laurels. The association staff has worked closely with the committee so that once the new plan has been approved, recommended
changes can be quickly implemented. This new plan incorporated suggestions from many of you.
Members, like yourself, are constantly helping us to reshape the association to meet your new information needs. These new needs are
being shaped daily by the availability of new products and new technology. The global environment that we now operate in is attempting
to push us to the limits of our information skills. SLA is striving to provide the resources to help you stay on the leading edge of information curve. So take advantage of what we have to offer to enhance your performance. Provide us with feedback so we can continue to finetune our performance.

JudithJ. Field, President
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James (Jim) Beaupre
Dodd, Special Libraries Association President from 1980-81,
retired from Georgia Institute
of TechnologyILibrary and Information Center on August
3 1,1997, following 30 years of
service. Jim's career began in
1948 as a high school English
teacher. He received his M.S.
in Library Science from University of Illinois in 1952 and
worked in special libraries including the Atomic Energy
Commission, Phillips Petroleum
Co., and Babcock 6L W i x Co.

from 1952-62. He was assistant
professor and science librarian
at Northern IJlinois University library from 1962-67 and associate professor and professor at
Georgia Tech from 1967-97. His
honors, professional activities,
SLA offices, presentations, and
publications are extensive.

brarian of the Social Law Library
since 1961. He is also director of
the Supreme Judical Court Historical Society, and has served in
a number of appointed positions
in the American Association of
Law Libraries. Bellefontaine is a
member of the Boston Chapter
and the Legal Division.

Beflef@~taine
Named
Mest Infiuen%iafhwyer
!R H P S8c&&aseRs
~

$&8 &am& Eumpean
L~$BlpZtfkV$@fthe k 3 r
Tuula Salo, information
manager, Merit Bank, Finland
has been named European Specia1 Librarian of the Year 1997

Edgar J. Bellefontaine, iibrarian, Social Law Library, Boston, MA, has been named one of
the most influential lawyers ir
Massachusetts over the past 25
years. Bellefontaine has been Li-

The Nonserial Publications
Program of the Special Libraries
Association has been dedicated

to providing timely, cuttingedge resources for the information profession for almost 90
years. As we continue to work
to reach wider markets around
the world, we've expanded our
resources. This growth necessitated us to establish an identity
that reflected our pubiishing
tradition-our dedication to the
future and our commitment to
our members. SLA Publishing
is a strong and dynamic new
logo which establishes our
unique identity within the library publishing community.
Our resources continue SLA's
commitment to professional
growth and the advancement of
information in society and we
iook forward to serving ycu far
into the 2 1st century.
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by the Awards Committee of the
European Chapter. This award
was given in recognition of her
dedication and professionalisn?.
to the Finnish Information Industry. Salo has 25 years of
service at Merit Bank. During
her tenure there, she has been
instrumental in the successful
merger of two bank information
centers. The award was presented this past summer at the
International Visitors Reception
during the SLA annual conference held in Seattle. YVA, this
past June.

Resea& $$%~ke
Lynne K. McCay was recently selected chief of the Congressionai Reference Oivision
(CRO), Congressional Research
Service (CRS), Library of Congress, Washington, DC, effective Sepiember 28. McCay
joined the (CRD) in August
1976, during her tenure, she
has held positions as senior
team leader, coordinator of congressional reader services and
coordinator of congressional infornation, unti becoming aciing ci?ief in 1996. McCay 3as
received numerons zwards
during 27 years of service.
~@~FoP&%%BR
~E?W&?

Tile University of Iilinois Library's C. Walter and Gerda 8.
Mortenson Center for tnterrtationai Library Program has received a $246,000 grant from the
Andrew IV. Meiion Fo~ndationto
create a contin~ingprofession&

development program for librarians in Costa Rim, El Salvador,
Guatemala, and Nicaragua. The
project, which began rhis past
April, will train eleven librarians
and create a regional adminitrative center based at the University of Costa Rica's School of Library and Information Science.

Ameaiican NaOisnai
Sfandards fnstiitute
Zp~nsorsSyposium
The American Kational Standards Institute's (ANSI), Information hfrastiucture Standards
Panel @SP) sponsored a syposuim on Applications of the Global Information Infrastructure
(GII): Healthcare and Digital Cyberspace Libraries August 20-21
in A1exandria:JA. Panelists &iscussed how companies and organizations are working on technology, business, standards, and
legal aspects of healthcare and
digital libraries.

international
Parfnership
The appearance of the International News column in Information Outlook comes at a most
opportune time for SLA members to remember that professional cooperation and exchange
of ideas, concerns, and happenings between colleagues in &ifferent countries worldwide has
become a professional challenge
and responsibility. The developments of international telecommunications have led to the
brink of a new era. We have an
opportunity to bind the world
together through the use of
technology-an opportunity "to

help make the global village a
reality." We have the opportunity, as my colleague and friend
Dr. Ljerka Markic-Cucukovic, a
leading Croatian special librarian
and educator, who died June 10
in Zagreb, Croatia, believed, "to
develop the library profession
internationally through partnerships." During numerous conversations at conferences worldwide and meeting with librarians from other countries my
friend's astute remarks regarding the challenge of worldwide
"partnershipn brought astounding responses from colleagues
from various countries: "Yes,
would it not be marvelous to exchange ideas and practices
worldwide-developing an "international partnership!" However, the times of the 60's and
703, and even the 801s, were
just not the right times for such
a development.
Reading journal articles and

news sections we can see that
"international partnership" has
become an important phenomenon of the 1990's and that
"partnerships" will become even
more important in the New Millennium. The use of international telecommunicationshas led to
the brink of a new era. We are
moving into a phase of change
in which international interdependence and globalization are
no longer mere catch words. Colleagues in my homeland's libraries in Croatia, who are coping
with the tragedies of the recent
war-personal losses and tremendous destruction of libraries
and their collections-are most
interested in "international partnerships." One can only imagine
what an exchange of ideas and
experiences with foreign colleagues on a one-to-one basis
will mean not only for libraries
in Croatia, but for libraries in
BnZwed , m ip g e

NEED RESEARCH FUNDS?
Application materials for the 1998 Steven I. Goldspiel Memorial Research Grant are NOW
AVAILABLE! The amount of the 1998 award will be approximately $20,000. Applications
are evaluated based on the purpose and objectives of the proposed project, the
significance of the topic to the profession, the project s methodology, qualifications of
staff, and the appropriateness of the project s budget and timetable. According to SLA's
Research Agenda, the following topics are of particular interest:
Futures; Current/User Issues; Measures of Productivity and Value; Client/User
Satisfaction Pleasures; Staffing.
The deadline for submission of proposals is February 27, 1998.
For further information, visit our Web site at www.sla.org or contact Director, Research
Ruth M. Arnold, Ph.D. at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 6 15; fax: 1-202-265-9317; e-mail:
ruth@sla.org.
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other countries where practices
are not up to the level of American libraries.
To illustrate an outstanding
library in Croatia, I could refer to
the National and University Library in Zagreb, which has recently moved into a new, wellequipped, monumental, and
technologically advanced building and has become the center
for scholarship and research for
both Croatian and international
scholars. In view of donations
for its completion given by Crotian immigrants worldwide, this
library can in certain respects
be considered as an achievement of "monetary partnership." Achievements of Dr.
Markic-Cucukovic can also be
considered as a result of her exchange of ideas and practicesinternational partnershipwith
colleagues worldwide, especially
in developing a qualified cadre
for contemporary libraries and
information centers.
Let us now ponder on the
question: "Why do international
partnerships seem particularly
important today?" and "What
forces are motivating information
professionals to participate i~ International exchanges?" In look-

ing for an answer I was faced
with a dilemma. There is not one
single answer! It is an issue that
can be answered from a variety
of viewpoints and it is an issue
underlined by a multitude not
only of issues, but more so underlined by numerous changes,
especially in dormation technology enabli~geasy and speedy
transfer of ideas and information. These changes have already
exerted a tremendous impact on
all types of libraries and information centers. Change has brought
about the issue of "the information professiond at crossroads"
and the view that "change is opportunity."Exchanging ideas and
professional experiences brought
about by worldwide changes in
the information profession has
broughr: about a dictate of an
enormous benefit-participation
in partnerships worldwide.
In conclusion, I would like to
re-emphasize that it is my
strong belief that the practice of
"international partnership" has
become an increasingly important phenomenon in the 1990's;
in the New Millennium it wiLl
become even more important.
To the question: "Are we up to
the challenge?" the answer is a
definite "yes."
8

by Katherine Cvefio, professor ernen'ta, Universip of North T ~ a s Denton. For more informahon on 'Tntemationa2News, "or to contribute to the column, piease contact Barbara Hutchinson at. 1-520-621-

-

In next to the last paragraph of the article it states incorrectly:
"Additionally, the Toronto Chapter in Canada has committed to a
three-year subscdption sponsorship for one of the titles that tbe
University of Havana requested."
It should read:
"Additionally, the Eastern Canada Chapter (Montreal) has committed to a three-year subscription sponsorship for one of the titles
that the University of Havana requested."
(My apologies to the Eastern Canada Chapter for the error. Perhaps, Toronto will follow suit, since they were previously given credit. Wilda Newman.)
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Cefebrpatlag in Cincilrfnati
"in companies and organizations, large
and small, more than 15,000 special
librarians ...embrace the task of managing
and retrieving archival information," reports the Cincinnati Enquirer. The article
appeared in the September 6, 1997, financial section of the paper, highlighting the
SLA Cincinnari Chapter's combined annual
membership meeting and 70th anniversary
celebration.
Rosemary Whitney, tne chapter's public
relations chair, sent a press release to area
media in an effort to promote the anniversary and the chapter's drive to increase its
membership at this event. Prospective
members were invited to attend and received a complimentary ticket.
The challenge: Ho~7do you get a major
newspaper to cover an event limited to area
librarians? The answer: Give the press a local tie. And above all else, make it newsworthy. Whitney used several strategies.
First, she indicated that association leadership would be on-hand to celebrate, giving
the event even larger significance. And as
for that local tie, Whitney relays, "Proctor &
Gamble is the largest employer in the city. I
knew in order for our Sress release to get
any notice, we had to mention Proctor &
Gamble." So she provided the story of how
Cie local chapter u7as founded 70 years ago
by a small group of corporate librarians
working for Proctor & Gamble.
In 1997, tke chapter boasts an active
200 members in diverse snvironments. And
as the article announced, the association's
international president. Judy Field, was
there to mark the celebratory occasion. "It's
a chance to celebrate our history," said
Whitney.
In addition to Mrhitney and Field, Chapter President Edith Starbuck was also featured in the article. Starbuck, information

services librarian at the University of Cincinnati Medical School Library, took full advantage of the opportunity to promote the
profession and the benefirs of membership
in SLA. "The networking aspect is the most
important for me," she told the paper. "I can
call on other people (members) when I get
stumped. We also offer a lot of continuing
education."
Serving as publicity chair for the event,
Whitney sought to spread the word about
the information professional, taking advantage of the newsworthiness of the chapter's
special event. And she did just rhat! The
Cincinnati Enquirer has a daily distribution
of more than 200,000 covering Southwestern Ohio, Southeastern Indiana, and Northern Kentucky-the same region as the
chapter. An article like this has great implications for the chapter, the association, and
the profession at large.

Gat a Nic&+Tcra$ch it:
The presence of the bio-technology industry in San Diego, CA, has provided
thousands of well paid, highly skilled jobs
to the region. In 1996, the presence of biotechnology firms grew by 8.5 percent and
industry employment grew by 16 percent.
SLA's San Diego Chapter has developed a
promotional campaign to capitalize on this
growth, recognizing that with sophisticated,
scientific indusxy, comes the need for sophisticated, specialized information.
Martha McPhail, chapter president, and
Karen Sharpe, public relations chair, developed a plan to promote special librarians
and the role they can potentially play within
these targeted industries. Organizations in
the bio-tech arena are making large investments in human, information, and technology resources, according to a recent report
by the San Diego Chamber of Commerce.
McPhail and Sharpe turned to the San Di-

ego County edition of BioScience Directory,
a reference directory of biotechnology, biomedical, pharmaceutical, and medical products firms in the area, to identify firms with
30 or more employees. "In all," says
Sharpe, "we identified 95 local businesses."
Sharpe prepared a letter to corporate
personnel in decision-making positions
within the identified bio-technology firms,
outlining the skills and professional qualities of a special librarian. "I emphasized our
professional competencies and what makes
us unique," says Sharpe.
Edges, a brochure produced by SLA
headquarters, was also included in the
mailing. The promotional piece was designed for efforts like that of the San Diego
Chapter, illustrating the competitive "edge"
librarians can provide for companies and
organizations.
In the letter, Sharpe writes: "In this age
of information creation and access, the specia1 librarian, as an information specialist,
is an essential member of any organizational team. Librarians have learned through
graduate education, and acquired through
experience, numerous professional competencies uniquely effective in retrieving and
managing vast amounts of information. Including a librarian as part of your team,
your organization can save valuable time
and monetary resources."
Sharpe was listed as the contact person
in the letter and she reacted by placing interested executives in contact with the
chapter's networking chair.
So what becomes of an effort like this?
"Well," professes Sharpe, "it's interesting
that I received a call right after the mailing
from someone looking to create a corporate
librarian position." The story gets even better-the position was filled by a member of
the chapter. Now that's putting public relations and knowledge to work!
8

For more in,&mation on "PublicRelations Outlook, " or to contribute to the column, please
contact Directo~Public Keiations Jennfer Stowe at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 634;fau: I 202-265-931 E e-mail:jennfer@sia.or8
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The Finance Committee conducted its
fall meeting at the association headquarters
September 15-16, 1997. The agenda included the following topics: management
letter review; IRS audit; 1997 financial report and budget review; residual earnings
review; N 1998 budget; cost per member
statistics; five year forecast; fund development; investments; appointment of auditors: computer system upgrade; and longrange planning.
The bulk of the first day was focused on
the review and approval of the FY I998
Draft Budget. Staff continued to concentrate
time and effort exploring the concept of
shadow bu&eting in developing the FY
1998 Budget. In the most basic terms,
shadow budgeting entaiis the deveiopment
of multiple budgets for each program area.
Current Reality Budget: How we typically budget-using up-to-date financial information and program plans (both shortterm and long-term) to develop a we&
thought, realistic budget based on specific
gods and objectives.
Best Case Scenario Budget: Incorporates the principle of stretch. This is where
we dream of what could be done if there
were additional funds (i.e. promotions,
technology, etc.). There must be a direct
benefit in aIIocating additional funds (i.e.
increased income, or "x" percent more
product to benefit the members). We also
examine the impact the dreaming will have
on the organization as a whole.
Worst Case Budget Scenario: The contingency plan for the tough times when income is down and/or there is an unforeseen major expenditure in a program area
or activity.
The FY 1998 Oraft Budget contains

pieces of each of the above scenarios. The
FY 1998 Budget also includes a total income
of $6.1 million. This represents a 10 percent
increase, or $600,000, over the FI '1997
Gadget. This is due primarily to the increased projected income in the areas of
Membership Development; Fund Development; Advertising; Annual Conference; and
Professionai Development. The FY 1998
Budget includes the 1998 income mandates
from the Finance Committee's long-range financial plan: increased income from educational registration fees, shipping and handing fees, exhibit booth fees, advertising
rates, and career services fees. The ratio of
dues to non-dues ixome for FY 1998 is
25.8 to 74.2, as reflected ir, the budget jversus 27.8 to 72.2 in 1997). The change for
I998 signifies that non-dues income conticues to grow a: a. rate larger than the growth
rate of dues income. In January 199'7, the
Board of Directors accepted the following generic financial assumptions which have been
incorporated in the FY 1998 Budget:
The growth in membership and dues
income is projected at 3 percent to 4
percent.
Exhibit income is projected to increase 5
percent as the exhibit space available in
Indianapolis is greater than in Seattle.
The Urban Consumer Price Index is
projected to rise approximately 3.1 percent. The ALMS Association Financial
Index is projected to increase 4.1 percent. This will relate to sn across-theboard increase in program expenses.
The growth in Fund Development activities is projected to increase by 10 percent.
Non-profit postal rates will increase
nearly 10 percent and the availability
and use of sufh for association pro-

by Richard Wallace. Wallacc is manczgec Bchnical Information Center; A.E Staiey
Man@actuntig Company; Decatuc IL, For more information on "Monq Matters,"oor to
contribute to the column, please contact Wallace at: 1-217-4Y?I -JZSZ;Sa;c: 1-217-421 2419; e-rnail: ravaliace@aestaiey.com.
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grams and services will continue to be
limited.
* Staffing costs will increase modestly (4
percent to 5 percent), and w3 include
the expansion of outsourcing.
Legal and o&er professional services will
continue tc rise at a rate of 4 percent.
2avel and lodging costs will continue
to increase approximately 5 percent to 5
percent.
* Fl~rtnertechnologicai advances and implementation of the virtual associatior?
will enable the association to offer more
products and services in a digit& format, offering potential sources of additional revenue. However, tlie initial period of changing any delivery aethod
wiI1 cause uncertainty. Staff wi2 be
faced with offering both digits and
print formats in undetermined quantities as the initial demand x a y be somewhat vague.
SLA's irlternational exposure
interest
will continue to hcrease. This v d create
greater demands for the deveiopmentr
implementation;
delivery cf products
and services to a global membership.
Vhile the sponsorship income is projected to increase: the costs of developing, administering, and promoting the
Worldwide Conference 2G05 1viivi21 increase in 1998.
The Finance Committee spent the second
meeting day working on the long-range financial pian of the association in accordance with the actions set by the Board of
Directors. Over the past three years, the Ffname Committee has been working on a
long-range flnanciai plan to ensure the
iong-term financial stabiiity of the association. The Board of Directors approved the
following motion regarding tbe concept and
time line of the Finance Committee's long
range financial plan at the October 1996
meeting: fiat the Board & fiirectors endorse in concept the Finance Committee's
*,. _,,.
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Are you looking to move your information center forward with the latest in information technology? The 1998 Winter Education Conference will provide you with the
background and techniques needed to provide cutting-edge information services
within your organization. The event features a wide array of full- and half-day continuing education courses, a technology
fair, and the Ron Coplen Leadership Address and Breakfast. The conference will
take place from January 25-27, 1998, in
Arlington, VA.
On Sunday, January 25, Daniel P. Mulhollan, diiectcr of the Congressional Research Service at the Library of Congress,
will kick off the conference as the keynote
speaker at the Ron Coplen Leadership Address and Breakfast. His presentation will
focus on "Competencies for Special Librarians of the 21st Century" and the education
of information professionals. Following
this, SLA will host a brown bag lunch and
open discussion on "Technology and the
Roles of Information Professionals." Discussion topics will include the various factors influencing the information professional and the challenges of expanding roles
within the profession.
Three workshops will be offered in the
afternoon. "Building the Corporate Intranet
Knowledge Center" will focus on providing
a variety of information services through an
organization's Intranet including Groupware and Middieware applications, CD-ROM
access from the Web page, search engine
technology, and document management.
This course provides highiights of the fullday course with the same name that will be

held on Monday. "Copyright Update for Corporate Librarians" is an advanced course
that discusses the recent changes in copyright law and practice in the corporate environment. The third workshop, "Re-creating
Your Information Services with Kew Technologies," will explore innovative technologies and how they impact libraries and the
services they provide.
Four full-day CE courses will be offered
on Monday, January 25. The full-day versicn of "Building the Corporate Intranet
Knowledge Center" will be an in-depth exploration of the topics covered in the halfday workshop. "Copyright in the Electronic
Age" will provide librarians with an overview of the current status of copyright law
and its impact on library services with an
emphasis on print, audiovisual, and electronic information; computer programs; databases; electronic journals; the Internet;
and the World Wide Web. "Introduction to
Library Imaging and Images Systems" will
bring information professionals up-to-date
on the benefits and implications of imaging
systems by discussing uses, benefits,
costs, concerns, and the future. The fourth
workshop, "Creating an Information Audit,"
is designed to teach information services
practitioners how to create and conduct an
information audit. The course will include a
hands-on exercise in which participants will
create an information audit survey instmment for their specific organizations.
Several technology workshops will be
offered on Tuesday morning, January 27.
"CD-ROM and Other Database Access via
LAW WANs, and NETS" is a technical session that will provide participants with a

wealth of information, resources, and an
understanding of what's technically possible in order to make it easier to communicate with the IS department andlor vendors.
Looking for ways to create a more effective
Web site? "Serving Your Web Visitors (And
Yourself) More Efficiently: A Short Course
in Web Demographics Measurement Techniques" wiE explore the key sources of B7eb
demographics (log files), data interpretation, and software programs that can be
used to track a site's visitors and measure
their key activities. "Success Guides for
Teaching the Internet" will lead special librarians through a step-by-step process of
designing an introductory course on successfully using the World Wide Web.
In addition to the CE courses offered at
the conference, the "Technology and Applications" unit of the Middle Management Institute will be presented on Sunday and
Monday. The conference will also feature a
"Technology Fair" that wiE highlight the
newest products and services available from
today's most prestigious companies in the
information field. To register for the 1998
Winter Education Conference, go to the
"EducationaliCareer Opportunities" section
of the SLA Web site (m.sla.org) or contact the Professional Development Department at 1-202-234-4700, ext.649.
%

For more infomahon on "Professional Development Outlook, " or to contribute to the
column, pieuse contact Director; Professional Development Valerie Tglor at: 1202-234-4700, ext. 61Z fa:
1-202265-931Z e-mail: valerie@sla.org.
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increase income and/or reduce expenses;
initiative to provide additional net income June 1997-detailedflnannir plan to supto ensure the long-temflnancial stabiiip port thegenencplm; October 1997-comof the association to include thefollowing municatons plan to support thejkancial
time line: Januay 1997-generic plan to plan; January f 998-launch the plan. The

.

-

plan was presented to the Board of Directors at the fall 1997 meeting and will be
shared with the leadership at the 1998
Winter Meeting and the membership
throughout the coming year.
%
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Over the course of my graduate school
career, I learned that at some point in my
professional career, I would be asked the
inevitable question, "If you could research
anything and had all the resources and
time to do such research, what would be
your next project?" This question has not
been posed to me thus far during my short
tenure at SLA. yet I feel as though I am
very close to this research utopia.
Before I elaborate, let me first introduce
myself. My name is Ruth Arnold, I have recently taken the position of Director of Research at SLA, and I am a sociologist by
training. I bring a background in research
methodology and statistics, expertise in the
area of economic sociology, and a fascination about the impact of changes in technology and information access to the research
program area of SLA.
After I accepted the position at SLA, I
began to consider research projects that I
would like to conduct. Alas, many of
these topics have been, or are being, investigated. ?tvo projects on which I would
like to touch are the 1997 Salary Survq
and the report "Enhancing Competitiveness in the Information Age." Both are
available for purchase from SLA's Publication's Department and results from the
1997 Salary Survey can be viewed on the
SLA Web site ( m . s l a . o r g ) . SLA salary
surveys in Cle recent past have been conducted biennially; 1997 was the first year
the survey was conduc~edannually. As
indicated in the report, between April I ,
1996 and April 1, 1997, the salaries of
special librarians and information personnel increased, on average 5.6 percent in
the United States and 3.7 percent in Canada. The reported median saIary, as of
April 1, 1997. for reporting SLA members

in Canada was $49,007 and in the United
States was $45,575.
In the report "Enhancing Competitiveness in the Information Age: Strategies and
Bctics for Special Librarians and Information Professionals," Kenneth B. Alleni contends that we are entering an information
economy. Successful organizations in the
information economy will be those that can
use the information that is avazable in a
timely, efficient, and effective manner to
make "the best decisions about investments, products. markets, alliances, and
other factors that affect competitive position" (p.5). Allen posits further that, since
the information age has yet to take full
shape, special librarians must "embark
upon a path designed to take advantage of
key trends and influence the decision making process-thereby participating in shaping future outcomes" (p.1). In his smdy?
Allen interviewed leading members of the
speciai library community and experts in
the library and information profession community, held discussions with several corporate executives, and reviewed literature
which dealt with the corporate management
of library and information functions. management trends, and current theories pertaining to the enhancement of corporate
competitiveness.
Although it would seem that specia: librarians are the specialists upon whom
managers would turn to master the information requisites of successful business,
this has not occurred. Managers tend to
equate information management with the
acquisition and use of information technoiogy rather than with information content.
In purchasing computers arid Internet services, managers think that they have dedt
with the information needs of the organiza-

For more infomation on 'Findings: Research dt Your Bottom Line," or to contribute to the
column, please contact Directol; Research Ruth Arnold, Ph.D. at: 1-202-234-4700, ext.
615;.fax: 1-202-265-9317; e-mail: ruth@sla.org.
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tion. They do not consider the skills an6
knowledge necessary to filter this inf,crmation to the specific goals of the organization, a role that speciai librzrians can fill.
As M e n states, "It is therefore not surprising that, as competition in the marketpiace
becomes more aggressive, and managers
seek to reduce or eliminate ali expenses
that do not contribute directly to the bottom
line, the corporate library can become a
prime candidate for the cost reduction
agenda" (p.5).
The introduction of new technciogies,
such as the Internet, is also affecting the
image 3f special librarians, according tg
Allen. As more staff become comfortable
with these technologies and car, obtain
their own information, regardless of the
efficiency or qualiy of what they acquire,
there is growing support for the theog of
disintermediation. Disintermediatior! is a
challenge to the need for intermediaries.
in this case librariacs, The generation of
aew technologies is expected to remain
high, however, calling fo; the expertise of
special librarians
As SLA's director of research, I have the
opportunity to cocduct other research
projects. Studies being considered are: a
study on information ver,dors; SLA membership retention: are we meeting your
needs and how; how best to market special
librarians witllin their places of wo:k and
in the general popuiatioa; special librarians in non-traditional occupations; and an
analysis of SLRs information Resources
Center requests. Please contact me with
your suggestions.
2%
I . At the time of this report, Allen was presi-

dent of Invenizrres Intemai?ona2, Inc., a consulting firm v~hichprovides strategic, pcky,
and futures research services to organizations seeking to enhance their competitiveness ir,the infcrmatior: Age. Currently, he is
executive vice president of the Newspaper
Association of America. He has over twenty
years of experience in the informadon poiicies, technologies, md issues.

Soh Without a "
You're the only information professional there are numerous book review sites on the
in your organization, you're trying to do ev- Web. The American Library Association's
erything to run a great library or information Booklist magazine's online counterpart incenter, and you don't have a big budget to do cludes reviews from recent issues. For reit with. M e r e can you turn for quickly acces- views of reference books, see James Rettig's
sible, high-quality, free information? If you "Rettig on Reference," a service of the H.W.
have access to tile Internet and the World Wilson Company. Some booksellers, such as
Wide Web, help can be just mouse-clicks Amazon.com, Inc., include short reviews from
to some of the resources the press or supplied by readers on their Web
away. Here are
that I have used in running a small, solo, or sites. For more sources of book reviews onone-professional library on a shoestring. line, see "On the Net: Book Information and
They are good starting points, but the list is Reviews on the Web" by Joseph R Kraus, Information Outlo~k,September 1997.
by no means comprehensive or exhaustive.

Book Seiecfion and /\equjsifions

Seriafs

There are resources on the Internet that
can help you with collection buildiig in several ways: verification, evaluation, and locating purchasing sources. Online public access
catalogs (OPACs) and booksellers' or publishers' online catalogs can guide you to
what is available and help verlfy citations.
And if your verification source is also a
bookseller, you can often also use their Web
site to place your order. There are several
sources for lists of library catalogs. One is
WebCATS, compiled by Peter Scott and Doug
Macdonald of the University of
Saskatchewan Library. It lists OPACs by geographical region or type of library. For locating book publishers and bookstores, try
BookWire which has extensive lists of publishers and booksellers. or the American
Booksellers Association which offers access
to over 4,000 independenr bookstores. If you
are looking for an out-of-print item, check
Bowker's Books Out-Of-Print, Internet Edition; then check Bookwire's list of antiquarian booksellers for hard-to-locate titles.
To help yo% evaluate possible purchases,

In addition to the proliferation of electronic-only serial publications, the number
of print journals and magazines that are
available in w3ole or part on the Web is
also growing, enabling you to expand serials offerings to ycur users at no additional
cost or shelf space. A good place to look for
what is available online is yahoo!'^ magazine list. As part cf their document delivery
service, CARLweb allows free searching of
the CARL Uncover database of magazine
and journal ciktions. You can search by author, subject, or journal title. The Uncover
service includes tables of contents for issues listed in the database.
Newspaper publishers are also creating
online editions and some feature searchable
full-text archives of back articles. Yahoo!
lists links to over 2,000 regional newspapers on the Web as u7ell as national and international papers.

catalog can be a free source of copy cataloging records. including MARC-format records,
if your library's holdings are not extremely
specialized. The Library of Congress' Web
site offers form-based searching, while their
LOCIS telnet site uses command-based
searching. LOCIS also includes a searchable
LOC subject headings database which is useful for creating your ow:? catalog records.
Another online cataloging aid is Matt T.
Rosenberg's listing of the Library of Congress Classification System call number
ranges. In cases where you cannot find existing cataloging records for your materials
in the LOC catalogs and YOU do not want to
do your own original cataloging, you may be
able to locate the material in another library's OPAC and modify it for your purposes. The Library of Congress provides a list of
links to other libraries' catalogs or you can
use the list at WebCATS described above.

Refereenee !%!'Y~c~s

Web-based reference collections are an
excellent way of augmenting a small or inadequate reference collection or for answering
infrequent questions. Many virtual reference
desks not only I i to general tools (directories, dictionaries, and ready-reference aids);
but also cover more specialized areas such as
business, science, and government resources.
Some examples of online reference desks include Iowa State's CyberStacks, which categorizes Internet resources using the Library of
Congress classification system; Indiana University Libraries' Quick Reference; and the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Libraries' V M Reference Desk.
Ciifaf~ging
Small libraries often rely heavily on copy
When your reference service takes you
cataloging. The Library of Congress online beyond standard tools, there are some databases available on the Internet that you can
search for free. The Department of Educaby Carolyn Kotlas. K o t h is information resources manager at the Univer&v of North tion's ERIC database provides citations and
Carolina at G'zapelHill's Institutefor Academic Technology and editor @LAT Infobits. She abstracts from educational journals and recan be reached via e-mail at: carolynkotlm@unc.edu. For more information on "On the ports, and even papers presented at educaNef, " or to contribute to the column, please contact Shayn Ladner at: 1-850-531-0429; tion conferences. The National Library of
e-mail: sladner@miami.edu.
Medicine (NLM) now gives access to its
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ALBANY IATERNATIONAL; R E S U C H CO. is a global contract and Corporate R&D organization
involved in the developmnt of industrial based fibers and textiles. Our MansRld, Massachusetts facility is
looking for a:

This individual will provide library research services using varied resources to support employees' information
needs in science, technology, patents, and assorted business topics. Other responsibilities will include training
employees on the library's capabilities, selecting publications and materials on a variety of storage media, and
implementing new automated technologies to reduce paper flow.
Qualifications include a Bachelors or Masters in Library Science with 5+ years of experience in business and
technology-related library research. Candidate must be proficient in on-line databases (STN, Dialog, Lexis-Nexis),
Microsoft Office, and Windows 95. Lotus Notes experience is preferred.
Our I S 0 9002 Certified company rewards quality work with a competitive salary and a comprehensive benefits
package. Please forward your resume and salary history to: Jessica Marsella, Human Resources Manager, Albany
International Research Co., 777 West Street, Mansfield, MA 02048, or fax to: (508) 339-4996.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

I

Please visit our Web site at: www.airesco.com

I

MEDLINE database free of charge on the
Web. while use of DIALOG databases is not
free, Knight-Ridder's LiIALOG Bluesheets
are available on the Web at no charge along
with many subject-orien~edsearch aids that
can save you time and money if you do
search in DIALOG. The online version of
Thomas Register of American Manufacturers allows searching by product type, brand
name, or company; some of the records include links te company online catalogs,
which makes the oniine version a richer resource than the hardcopy.

Library &q@&%
Many vendors of library supplies and
services have a Web presence and can be located by using any general-purpose Web
searcher if you know the company's name.
AcqWeb's "Guide to Automated Library Systems, Library Software, Hardware and Consulting Compaiesn is a good place to start if
you do not have a name for a vendor.

$&b&.ma~ Deveiagpment
a& Pea@? McOw~rkin
The Internet provides a wealth of

information for the information professiona1 who works alone and does not have easy
access to library literature, especially in the
area of information technology. Current
Cites is an annotated monthly bibliography
of selected articles, books, and electronic
documents on information technology edited by Teri Andrews Rinne, head of Public
Services at the University of California-Berkeley's Bancroft Library. The Public-Access
Computer Systems Review, published by
the University of Houston Libraries, includes papers on digital libraries, document delivery systems, electronic publishing, and online catalogs. Several print
journals of interest to information professionals also make some articles from back
issues available on the Web: Computers in

Libraries, Database, InJonnation Today,
Link-Up, Online, 2nd Searcher: fie Magazinefor Database Professionais.
Keep abreast of professional news by
checking the Web pages of professional organizations such as the American Library
Association, American Society for Information Science, SLA, SLA Solo Librarians Division, and the Medical Library Association.

Another way to use the Internet to overcome professional isolation is to subscribe
to library-related mailing lists (listservs)
and Usenet newsgroups. Search Diane K.
Kovacs' The Directory of Scholarly and Professional E-Conferences to locate and retrieve subscription information on listservs
covering a wide range of topics of interest
to information professionals. "Selected Library-Related New7sgroups" from The Indiana University-Bloomington Libraries, lists
nearly three dozen newsgroups that let you
take part in discussions with your peers.
A final way you can network with others
is to be a part of the great feast of goodfree things provided by and for information
professionals on the Internet. Often it is as
simple as taking existing resources you have
already created or compiled and making
them available in a Web page. For example,
this article is based on a Web page that grew
out of a personal collection of URLs (see
"Onliie Resources for the Solo Librarian")
that I thought others might fmd useful. If
you have benefited from the work of others
on the Web, consider how you can make
your own contributions.
E3
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beer: licensed, a iicense agreement
should allow the licensee to c q y data
for the purposes of preservation and/or
the creation of a usable archival copy. If
a license agreement does m t permit the
licensee to make a usable preservation
copy, a license agreement should specify who has permanent archival responsibility for the resource and under what
conditions the licensee may access or
refer csers to the archival copy.
The terms of a license should be considered fxed at the time the license is
signed by both parties. If the terms are
subject to change (for exampie. scope
of coverage or method of access), the
agreemect should require the iicensor
or licensee 60 notify Cle other party in a
timely and reasonable fashion of ary
such changes before they are ixplemented, and permit either party tco terminate the agreement if tke cha2ges
are not acceptable.
12. A license agreement shouid require the
licensor to defend, indemnify, and hold
Cle licensee izarnless from any action
based on a claim that use of the resource ic accordance ivitii the license
infringes any patent, copyright? trzdemark, or trade secret of any third party13. The routine collection of use data by eitiler p a l 3 to a license agreement
should be predicated upon disclosure of
such ccollection activities to the other
party and mast respect Iaws and institutional policies regarding confidentiality and privacy.
14. A iicense agreement shouid not require
the licensee to adhere to unspecified
terns in a sepzrate agreement between
the licensor and a third party unless the
terms are fully reiterated in the c x m t
Iicense or fully ddisdcsed and zgreed to
by the licensee.
For more information on "GovernmentRelations Outlook, " or to contribute to the co~umn, 15. h Iicense agreement shouid provide termination rights t3at are appropriate to
please contact Directoc GovernmentRelations/ohn Crosby at 1-202-23447g0, ext. 6 2 4
each party
8
fau: 1-202-265-931Ze-mail:john-c@sla.org.

fiefollowing is an excerpted report @a
document d d o p e d by the US. librap
community to provide guidance in negotiuting with infomation licensors. SLA and
other library msociahcrrs created this document so that their respective memberships
might review andlor make use of themfor
one yeax In July 1398, the document % d l
be consideredfor permanent endorsement.
f i e complete document is mailable on the
Web at www.sla.org.
In the electronic environment where the
traditional print practice of ownership
through purchase is being replaced by access through license, libraries need to be
aware that licensing arrangements may restrict their legal rights and those of their
users. As responsible agents for an organization, librarians must negotiate licenses
that address the organization's needs and
recognize its obligations to the licensor.
To help provide guidance in this continuously evolving environment, fhe American
library community has combined to develop
a statement of principles. The intent of this
document is two-fold: to guide libraries in
negotiating license agreements for access to
electronic resources; to provide licensors
with a sense of the issues of importance to
libraries and their user communities in such
negotiations.
1. A license agreement should state clearly what access rights are being acquired
by the licensee-permanent use of the
content or access rights only for a defined period of time.
2. A license agreement should recognize
and not restrict or abrogate the rights of
the licensee or its user community permitted under copyright law. The licensee should make clear to the licensor
those uses critical to its particular users
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including, but nor iimited to, printing,
downloading, and copying.
A iicense agreement should recognize
the intellectual property rights of both
the licensee and the licensor.
A license agreement should not hold
the licensee liable for unauthorized
uses of the licensed resource by its users, as long as the iicensee has implemented reasonable and appropriate
methods to notify its user community
of use restrictions.
The iicensee should be willing to undertake reasonable and appropriate methods to enforce the terms of access to a
licensed resource.
A license agreement shouid fairly recognize those access enforcement obligations which the licensee is abie to
implement without unreasonabie burden. Enforcement must not violate the
privacy and confidentiality of authorized users.
The licensee should be responsible for
establishing policies that create an environment in which authorized users
make appropriate use of licensed resources and for carrying out due process when it appears that a use may violate the agreement.
A license agreement should require the
licensor to give the licensee notice of
any suspected or alleged license violations that come to the attention of the
licensor and allow a reasonable time for
tihe licensee to investigate and take corrective action, if appropriate.
A license agreement should not require
the use of an authentication system
that is a barrier to access by authorized users.
When permanent w e of a resource has
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by Jessie L. McGowan

As more businesses and institutions are realizing the possibilities offered by the Internet and its multimedia counterpart, the
World Wide Web, many new opportunities are being created. Library staff is well-positioned to take advantage of these opportunities, especially in the area of Web site creation. This is because librarians have the organizational, indexing, and cataloging skilis
needed to establish an effective Web presence for their institutions.

jessie L. McGowan is manager ofthe Libray at the Ottawa General
Hospital and an Adjunct Professor in the Department @Medicine
at the UniversiQ ofOttawa. fie Web site discussed can befound
at http://www.ogh.on.ca. McGowan may be reached vie e-mail at
jmcgowan@ogh.on.ca
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The World Wide Web is a hypertext-based information system
created by physicists at CERX (the European Particle Physics Laboratory) in Switzerland that uses existing Interaet protocols to create
Web documents. The VJeb attempts to organize all inforxation on
the Internet into hypertext documents through a user friendly interface. Hypertext is a very powerhi tool that allows information and
documents to be linked between computers anywhere in the world.
This means that information can be referenced by many Web sites,
thus reducing duplication of information. It also aliows for the combination of multimedia including text, pictures, graphics, sounds,
video, and interactive sokware. The Web has become the most
heavily used system on the Internet.
As an information tool, the Web is very impop~ntfor any
business or institution. Information found and provided on the
Web is used for a variety of educational, researct;, clinicai, and

administrative needs. At the Ottawa General Hospital (OGH), we decided to set up a Web site to try to meet these needs for our staff, affiliatedphysicians, and patients. The OGH Web site was initiated and
funded by three physicians at the OGH. All hardware, software, and
personnel costs are paid for from a cost center set up by these physicians. Departments who want to join the Web site pay a yearly fee.

b Site Development
Planning and organization are the most important skills needed to
develop a Web site. Because of this (and our competitive fees), it was
decided that this project would be managed by library staff, including
the Webmaster roles. As we know, librarians have been collecting and
organizing resources for others since ancient times. It is natural for librarians as information professionals to have expertise in electronic
media as the Internet comprises information and nobody knows more
about how to order information than librarians who have been pondering this problem for thousands of years ( Rennie J. "Civilizing the
Internet.'' Scienlific Amen'can 276[3]:6 [March 19971).
In the development phase-the first phase of our project-we
began with the creation of the Web site Work Plan. We started by
simply sketching out our thoughts, focusing on the most important
ideas. As the project continued, details were expanded. Table I
shows the Web site Work Plan that is being used at the OGH.
After most of the details of the work plan were determined, we
carefully developed timelines for each task. They determined the
overall structure for the project. It is always important to be realistic
in setting the time given to each task in a project like this, especiab
ly in our case, as most of the project members had never been involved in this type of work before and learning curves needed to be
taken into consideration. Also at this time we needed to define
"Web site guiding principles," which included a purpose statement
(this defines the reason for and scope of the Web site), a statement
about the audience (who will use this Web site), and clearly defined
goals and objectives for the Web site. These Web site guiding principles formed the basis for setting up user groups.
As the Web is a very dynamic medium used by all health professionals, we decided that our Web site would be a user driven site
and that "user groups" would be set up to give input on the various
aspects of the site. We found it beneficial to have set up the Web
site user groups before any work was begun and recommend this
procedure to other libraries. We f ~ sset
t up the policy and technical
user groups. Later in the process we created a Finance Committee.
The Policy Committee was set up with a mandate to create an QGII
policy governing the Web site and any related disclaimers. The
committees are still active and members include library staff, the
director of medical affairs, a member from the human resources department, and several interested individuals from various hospital
departments, including medical staff. Once the policy was approved,
the group decided to schedule further meetings as needed. The
Technical Committee was created to look at specik technical issues
for the Web site. This is an ongoing committee with members who
have specific technical skills (such as programming, design etc.).
Issues with which this committee deals include network maintenance and backup, technical problems, file directories, storage, and
indexing issues.

The policy created by the Policy Committee, Guidelinesfor
Posting Information on a Web Sike,contains agreed upon guidelines to be followed by anyone submitting information to the Web
master for posting on the OGH Web site. The policy defines the
purpose as follows: to ensure that i n z a t i o n published on the
UGH Web site is accurate and can be accountedfor by its contrib-

utors, to ensure that all medical information published on the
Web site, which will be accessed by the public, is general in nature and is clearly intendedJor inJormation purposes only, to outline the types o f information that may appear on the UGH Web
site, and provide guidelinesfor the control OJ the overall Web site
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and to create a pro,Fessional and consistent
look and ensure that the textual cmd
graphic content of the site confom with
predetermined guidelines and policies.
Having a clearly defined policy wiii set
out guidelines for users to follow. It will
help reduce confusion regarding fhe appropriateness of information to be submitted to
the site. Another important role of our Policy Committee is to define disclaimers. The
purpose of disclaimers is to inform readers
of tine legal liability of the site. We wanted
to inform readers that neither the organization nor affiliated physicians are liable for
any damages, claim, liabilities, costs, or
oblgaaons an'singfpoom the use or misuse
of the material contained in this Web site,
whether such obigations arise in cont-/act,
negligence, equity or statute law, Disciaimers should always be reviewed by the institution's lawyers.

The implementation phase is where the
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creative work (and fun) begins. This phase
includes the desigR of the Web site, based
on decisions made in the development
stage, and continues unti'! the web site is
"live," This phase tzkes much pianning, organization, and design before any XTML
(HyperText Markup Language) coding or
Web writing takes place. It is a good idea
for anyone involved in this type of work to
create maps or flowchars of the information to visualiy describe concepts. One chdlenge our Web site faced was the incorporation of two languages, as the OGH is a bilingual (English and French) teaching hospital. This meant we needed to create a mirror image of the English site in French.
In order to create an effective Web site,
we considered different elements of design.
An overali look to the site was envisioned.
We felt that it was important to %wea consistent look that reflected the institution,
regardless of what page one was visiting.
Taking into consideration the potential users of the Web site. we decided to divide the

site into tvlio sections, a Pubiic/Patienr site
and a Research B Medicd Services site. We
felt that it was important "Lodiferentiate hetween these two types of information. The
information an %e PubiiciPztient site is foc ~ s e don the needs of patients of the OGi-1.
Any information on this site must be availa3le in both official iianguages and must be
at an appropriate reading level. Information
on the Research & Medicid Services site is
aimed at ~Gleephealth care providers. information is prtblished in the original Ianp a g e (either French or English).
W-hen determining the simcGlre of the
Wsb site. many design issues were i~vestigated. Technologies Glat could feasibly be
incorporated at the initial stage were determined and. then wi?ick technologies we
codd inciude at a later date were considered. We decided, as tk:e project has limited
resources, to keep the site as simpie as possible. While a Web site, by nature, is technology driven, we felt it was important not
b focus on %singtoo manjj technologies for

The one-time development roles of Webmaster
include development and
design of Web site's
page layout, determining
the fie structure of the
server (the actual files
were set up by a member
of the technical team),
meta-tags and indexing,
policies and Web page
guidelines,
common
graphics/pictures/softro-vrw.mgh.harvard.edu/hospitalWeb.nclk. ware. and standard disAccessed September 22, 1997).
claimers1 warnings (including
copyright, confiWe used a dear and accurate writing
style, while taking into account tile audi- dentiality). The ongoing
ence and the use of the vocabulary and lan- roles include handling of
guage of the health sciences.
Webmaster e-mail, apAccuracy and quality are extremely im- proval and posting of all
portant. With t5e exponential growth of the new material to tbe OGH
Web and access to cheap or free Web devel- Web site, routing of maopment tools anyone can create a Web page. terials to be approved,
W.M. Silberg suggests that quality standards site monitoring, updatthat help users of printed medical informa- ing and maintenance, retion should also apply to the electronic vising guidelines and
world, including the Web. He suggests four policies, quality assurquality standards including authorship, at- ance, marketing and
tribution, disclosure, and currency (Silberg promotion, indexing, answering of quesW.M., Lundberg G.D., ~ s a c c h i oR.A. "As- tions regarding the QGH Web site, and desewing, Controlling, and Assuring the Qual- velopment of new Web pages to the Web
ity of Medical Information on the Internet." site. Ongoing technical support and maintejournal of the Amerkan Medical Associa- nance of the Web site are looked afier by
hon, 277[15]:1244-5. [April 16 19971).All computer experts working in two medical
Web pages need to provide appropriate au- departments. Moreover, the Technical Cornthorship, including authors' credentials and mittee will continue to regularly meet to
agdiation. AU references must be listed discuss technical issues, including issues
clearly. In addition, each Web page must regarding the development of new products
state its currency and include dates for origi- and ideas for the Web site.
nation and updates. Disclosure or ownership
needs to be prombent. We have included hadkiag $O t k kt#$%?
these four and have added a fifth-a copyOur Web site is still in its early stages.
right statement on each Web page.
Over the next year, we hope to have more
departments join our Web site. We also
Managamen$
have much work to do to develop our PubEveryday management of the content of lidpatient site. Because we are in a provthe Web site is completed by Webmaster ince that is cuxrentiy restructuring health
staff. There can be many different job de- care, we also have to look at the how the
scriptions for Webmasters, depending on U7eb site will be affected due to a proposed
tlze structure of the organization and the merger of institurions. Another issue we
setup of the W-eb site team. The roles of a want to investigate is the addition of
Webmaster can range from system adminis- Intranet features to the Web site. Internet
tration to project management. At the OGH, and Intranets can "look alike" because
the duties of Webmaster are shared be- both use the same protocols and technolotween librarian and library technician staff. gies, such as HTML. The Web interface has
technology's sake. Instead, we focused on
using technologies that would best deliver
content. For example, tile use of graphics
and pictures was limited, as this takes
more time for browsers to load this information. When more complex tools are
needed. departments of the Web site are
referred to technical experts from the technical committee.
In determining what content to place on
the Web site, the team 'Aked with hospital
staff and reviel~edother hospital Web sites
including those on HospitalWeb (http://neu-

proven to be so easy to use and to integrate
with other applications that organizations
are now setting up Web servers to organize
and distribute internal, company-specific
information (Martin, C and McGowan, J.
"Internet and Intranet: Trends in Hospital
Information Management" BibIiotheca
Medica Canadiana. 18[4]: 128-131).
Any library entering into this type of
work should be aware that this can be a
very time consuming process. Managing an
institution& Web site adds many extra layers of complexity that a single library Web
site does not have. These added layers of
complexity will vary depending on the management structure of the institution. However, this should not deter libraries from
such an undertaking. This new area of Web
site creation should be seen as an opportunity for library staff to take a leadership
role in the organization. It can also be an
opportunity for library staff to work more
closely with administration. Most importantly, it is an enjoyable and rewarding opportunity, using skills we already possess
and giving us the opportunity to learn new
ones.
8
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SLA's Virtual Bookstore is open for usiness!
Visiton to SLA8s home page may access the
online ordering system through the Publications
link and browse through a comprehensive and
searchable catalog of SLA's publications
videotapes. Another step in the migration toward
the virtual association, the Virtual Bookstore
allows members and nonmembers to make
purchases 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
ime to visit our Virtual Bookstore
II us what you think. We welcome your
comments and suggestions; send your feedback
to books8sla.o

Special Libraries Association
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trieval makes information accessible and available, you
libraries is in electronic delivery.
Ultimately, the "war" between publications and electronics is
tion is irrelevant. What will be will be; economics and efficiency
rox, or the change from stone tablets to parchment, or from p
Stone tablets remain, but only as gravestones. Parchment exists,
There is a niche for everything. Everyone will change sooner
screaming in some cases-but change nonetheless. It will change b

fices or with clients scattered throughout America or the world. Right now in many special
libraries, a researcher from Dallas may call the information center in New York, and describe what is needed. If the information is in, someone xeroxes a copy then faxes it to
the branch. If the information is not in-house, someone has to go to an outside source.
Depending on the work load, the entire process may take several hours or days.
Would it take that long to access data from a knowledge-based Intranet or even a slow
Internet? Did someone once say that there is value in time? The only winners in our
phonelfax scenario are the long distance phone companies.
Another problem with publications is that they are so quickly obsolete--even newsletters.
By the time information is in print, it's often too late. Publications are, after all,intrinsically
historical. Bends, tracking of deals and transactions already completed-these are the meat
and potatoes of published material. Big money-making divisions or companies rely more on
up-to-the-minute software systems such as BIoomberg than on published information.
This is not to say that all publications should be discarded. Most people probably
would not like to see their local newspapers or their favorite magazines only on the Web
(what would we do while waiting at the barber shop or the dentist?) We would miss perusing the paper during commuting hours or after work. But publications directly related
to business or one's job could more appropriately be browsed at the desk computer in the
office. There is an evolutionary process occurring and the trend is definitely towards more
use of electronics, beginning with the Intemet.
The Internet is a giant, monumental wave, not unlike the one in

take many repeated attempts before you get
what you want {eight million Web sites).
The computer may grind away with no results. But the Internet is still a great storehouse and, all things considered, relatively
user friendly. The back and forward buttons,
for example, are excellent. Not having to hit
"save" buttons before leaving a Web site;
having the ability to hit the enter button
anywhere along a request line-these are
also excellent. The little things mean a lot to
friendly usage. And it doesn't cost anything
to browse. The shame of the well-known
commercial databases such as LEXS NEXIS
or Dow Jones is that their systems are too
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updated (and re-purchased) once a year and
that the Infranet wiill serve as a " h e " I i
behveen the central office and its branches'
information needs.
As for the WAN, or wide area networks,
the future is wan; it is already obsolete. Re ports indicate that by the end of 1997, all of
the Fortune 1000 companies wdl be using
the Intranet. m the past year, I have attended three conferences on electronics and libraries and I have yet to hear or read a single word about the WAN. Are these messages or what?
An area of real concern is that of klunky in-house databases, the essential center of corporate electronic material. It is
time to re-program, re-architect such databases into simple cools to make our research efforts a lot easier. This is not always easy because of already heavy corporate investments in the klunkers but
changes will take place when it becomes

more productive coTporate environments.
The remaining five to 10 percent will consist
of the usual dependence on library staff to
research obscure or esoteric data.
The argument here is for pure PC simpiicity; let complexities reside within the content
of the materials being accessed. That's the
new engineering. While it may not always
be evident, even computers appear ta favor
simplicity. If only we could just go with the
Bow. Knowledge-based Intranets are systems whereby the Internet is simplified,
made useable by reconfiguring everything
into a friendly environment permitting easy
retrieval. ?fNO clicks only...please!
8

you'll

find it here.

CAS Registry is the world's largest database of chemical substances, including:
17 million substance records for chemicals reported in patents
and chemical literature since 1957;
the largest collection of organic substances-more
drawn from both journal articles an3 patents;

than 12 million,

more than 19 million chemical and commercial substance names;
CAS Registry NumbersD, the international standard for concise
and reliable substance identification.
Use CAS Registry for authoritative substance icformation. Call 1-800-753-4227
or 61 4-447-3700. Or v i s ~ our
t Web site at http://www.cas.org.
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The United States Conference on Fair Use
(CONFU) was convened in September 1994.
CONFU's mission was three-fojd: to bring together copyright owners and users, to discuss fair use issues, and to develop guidelines for fair use of copyrighted works by librarians and educators.' Nthough the
guidelines failed to receive sufficient endorsements by organizations to warrant official action, proposed guidelines in several
areas were issued in an interim report to the
Commissioner of the PT02. During the following months, organizations considered the
guidelines for endorsement. In May 1997,
the conference concluded and a fmal report
will be issued. Additionally, some subgroups
of CONFU continue to work informally toward developing more broadly accepted fair
use guidelines with the hope that more organizations would agree to endorse them.
The 1976 Copyright Act provides limited
rights to copyright owners and specifies
certain exempted uses which are outside of
the rights of the copyright owner. The

broadest of these limitations on owner's
rights is the fair use doctrine3.The fair use
doctrine provides a defense to copyright ififringement when the challenged use satisfies the statutory four-pronged test to be
characterized as fair.+
In 1993, President Bill Clinton created
the Information Infrastructure Task Force
(IITF) to implement the administration's vision of a National Information Infrastructure (NII). A Working Group on Intellectual
Property Rights, chaired by Bruce Lehman,
commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
was formed as part of the IITF. The Working
Group was charged with evaluating the intellectual property implications of the NII
and recommending changes to existing U.S.
intellectual property law and policy.
The Working Group released its preliminary draft report (Green PaperI5 on july 7 ,
1994. The Green Paper expressed concern
over limitations on copyright owners' exelusive rights to provide public access to
copyrighted works transmitted digitally.

Sarah K. Wiant is directx ofthe Law Libraiy and professor oflaw at PJashington and Lee
University, Lexington, VA. She may be reached via e-mail at: swiant@wlu.edu.
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Specifically, the Green Paper addressed the
limitations contained ir, the fair use provisions of the Copyright Act. The Working
Group believed that existing fair use guidelines would be diffic~ltto zpply in the electronic environment.
To address these concerns, Clle Green
Pape: called for a conference to bring agether copyright owr~ersand users to devdop guidelines for iii3rary and educztior:d
fair use of cop~~ighted
works. Thus. COKFU
was created. The Working Group issued its
final report (White Ripe:jG in Sepienber
1995. The fair use concerns expressed In
the Green Paper were notably absent from

the White Paper. When the White Paper was released, CONRJ was
still at work. CONFU's objectives were similar to those of the congressionally-created Commission on the New Technological Uses of
Copyrighted Works (CONTU). CONTU was created to develop guidelines for interlibrary loan and to determine the copyright implications of computer software and electronic database^.^
Guided by a five-person steering committee, CONFU held public
meetings beginning in September 1994. Forty organizations representing copyright owners, librarians, and educators were asked to
submit agenda items along with up to three principles which should
apply to educational and library fair use in the digital environment.
Participants' statements were discussed at CONFU's first meetirg.
Several proposed principles predominated: policy concerns, media
application. maf~etplace,licensingitransaction, tracking, Interneti
online browsing, and new guideline concerns. From these principles, agenda topics were developed through a series of presentations and discussions which included specific scenarios as examples of how fair use guidelines would affect the parties involved.
From this preliminary work, CONW split into six topical working groups: digital images, distance learning, educational multimedia, library use of computer software, electronic reserve systems,
and interlibrary loanidocument delivery.
The goal of tile digital images working group was to establish
guidelines for digital archive creation, digital images used for edniational purposes, and digitizing of pre-existing analog images as
well as newly acquired images. After several discussions this group
dissolved but CONFU thought the issue so important that another
working group was organized with professionals from other fields,
including art history, science, and biomedicine. The group issued its
proposed guidelines with the recommendation that parties work
with the guidelines for one year in hopes that broader endorsement
wiU come at the end of that trial period.*
The guidelines proposed by the distance learning subgroup extend the face-to-face teaching exemptions In § 110 of the Copyright
Act. However, the guidelines apply only to real time performance
and display of copyrighted works, not to asynchronous delivery of
.~
again in Sepdistance learning via computer n e t ~ o r k s Beginning
tember 1997, the distance learning working group continues to
work towards more broadly accepted guidelines. Although it is unlikely that the members will reach a consensus about extending the
exemptions of § 110 to asynchronous delivery, the group believes
that continuing discussions is valuable.
Work on the multimedia guidelines was begun by the Consortiun
of College and University Media Centers before CONFU was convened
and that group continued to meet white regularly reporting to CONFU. Members of CONFU were encouraged to participate. The educational multimedia proposed guidelines apply to copyrighted works
used in multimedia projects by students and educators as part of
systematic learning activities at nonprofit educational instituti~ns.~~
Yonprofit educational institutions are defined as nonprofit institutions with the primary focus of supporting research and instructional
activities of teachers and students. The educational multimedia
guidelines met with significant endorsement by those CONFU members actively involved with multimedia, however most members iccluding most library organizations opposed the guidelines.:'
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Electronic reserve systems allow for the
storage, access, display, and downloading of
electronic versions of materials to support the
instructional requirements of a specific course
at a nonprofit educational institution. Guide-

l i e s in this area were viewed by many as an
extension of existing library reserve guideIines.12 Unfortunately, the guidelines proposed by the working group met with sign&
cant opposition within CONFU, and no electronic reserve guideIines were included in
CONFU's report. Many proprietors believe that

: electronic reserves are a form of course pack
.

.

.
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See Notice of Fkst Meeting of Conference
on "Fair Use" and National Information

Infrastructure (NII), 59 Fed. Reg. 46,823
(19%).
The Conference on Fair Use, An Interim
Report to the Commissioner (1996),

www.uspto.gov/webloffices/dcom/olia/
conful @ereinafter CONFU Interim Re-

po4.
17 U.S.C.8 107 11994).
The factors to be weighed in the fair use
analysis are: "(1) the purpose and character of the use ...; (2) the nature of the
wpyrighted work; (3) the amount and
substantiality of the portion used..; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted workn17U.S.C. § 107 (1994).
Information Infrastructure Task Force,
Working Group on Intellectual Property
Rights, /ntel'ectual Proper& m d the
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publishing and are not fair use while some library organizations viewed the proposed
guidelines as too restrictive to endorse. In the
meantime, however, some library associa-

tions as well as some major universities feel
that the guidelines are sufficiently restrictive
to warrant their implementation.
The interlibrary loanldocument delivery
working group decided unanimously that it
is not possible to draft widely acceptable
guidelines at this time.

In evaluating iibrary use of computer
software, the subgroup developed different
scenarios to illustrate library use of computer s o b a r e . CONFU participants decided
that the scenarios were sufficient tc provide
guidance in this area and therefore did not
draft guidelines.-3
The original forty groups invited to participate in the September 1994 meeting
grew to over ninety-five crganizations participating in November 1996. Although no
guidelines had broad enough support to
warrant final approval, proposed guidelines in many areas were induded in the
December 1996 Interim Report tcr Cornmissioner Lehman." CONFU will reconvene in
May 1998.
The Special Libraries Association is the
only organization to date to endorse all of
the CONW guidelines. SLA views development of these guidelines as a starting point
and believes that the guidelines should
evolve with technology and users' changing
needs. SLA hopes that people working in
the field will put the guidelines to use in the
electronic environment to determine the
benefits and problems which will arise under the guidelines. Only then should the
guidelines be read into the legislative
%
record.

Proposal for E6ucational Fair Use Guidelines for Distance Learning, CONFU Interim Report, App. I (Dec. 1996).

Nutionai Information InJi-astTucture: A Prelimkay Dr@ of the Report $the Working
Group on intellectual Properp Rghts
(1994).
Information Infrastructure Task Force, Working Group on Intellectual Property Rights,

IntelIecluuI Propem and the National Informatian kykw'mchcre: fie Report qf &e
Working Group on Intellectua[ Properfy
R&& (19%).
B e Nahbnul Commirsion on New Technological Uses oJCopyr&hted Works, Rkal Report ( 1979). CONTU's recommendations on

' V r o p o s a l for Fair Use Guidelines for Education Mdtimed'ta, COKFU Interim Report, App. J. (Dec. 1996).

"

ww.sju.edu/-IeeslFU-let-intro.htmt
j2

computer programs were codified at 17
U.S.C. § 117 (1994). The interiibrary loan
guidelines were published in the Conference
Report that accompanied the Act. See H.R.
Rep. No. 1733,94th Cong., 2d Sess.(19%).
Proposal for Educational Fair Use Guidelines
for Digital Images, CONFU Interim Report,
App. H (Dec. 1996).

The Proposal for Fair Use Guidelines for
Educzuional Multimedia along with a current list of the organizations endorsing
the guidelines is available at

See American Librargr Association, Modd
poky concernirg allege and Universify
Photocopying jor Classroom ~ e s e a r h
and Lz3rq Reserve Crse {1982),reprinted in 4 Con. & Res. Lib. News 127-31
(1982). Also available at www.cni.org/

docs/infopolshc7~~/ALA.html#mpup.
l3

Statement on Use of Copyrighted Computer Programs (Software) in LibrariesScenarios, CONFU Interim Report, App. K
(Dec. 1996).
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Lost in cyberspace.
Come to Engineering
Information Viilagdt
We've mapped a way to
save you time.
It's Ei Village, the unique Internet
community filled with cybertimesaving advantages for technical
professionals and managers. Because
information that can make a difference
might reside anywhere. Quick-click
connect tc. 16,000

Try it free.
To take up free Ei Village residency
for one month, visit the Ei home
page at URL http://www.ei.org. Or
contact Engineering Information Inc.
at 1 Castle Point Terrace
Hoboken, WJ 07030 USA
fax 201-216-8532, phone 800-221-1044
e-mail <ei@ei.org>In Europe
contact Ei Europe headquarters:
fax t44 (0) 1727 834052
e-mail <europe@ei.org>
In Asia: fax 632-817- 0709
e-mail <asia@ei.org>

Engineering lnformation lnc.
The data you need
in the form you want

by Shukei Maesono

A completely revjsed copyright law was
promulgated in J a p a on May 6, 1970, and
put into effect on January 1, 197'1. The copyright law that went into effect when Japaii
joined fie Eerne Convention in 1899 had
been maintained up until that time with partid revisions. By 1970, however, the advent
of sound and image recording epipment had
already made these partial revisions ineffective with regard to reproduction. Major revisions of copyright laws were a glob& phenomenon ir, those days and Japan revised its
copyright law in line w;,ti this trend.

Eight years before enacting the new law,
the Ministry of Education announced a
draft of the Izw. This draft attracted a vzriety of strongly held opinions from various
circles. Afier vigorous discussions of the
draft, especially in the %nto area (Tokyo
area), the Japar. Special Libraries P,ssociation (JSLA) set up 2 copyright committee in
1963. In February 1964, JSLA submitted
the foliowing request concerning the draft
of fie new law:
A!thou@. "libraries with reproduction axthority" are restricted to public libraries and
university libraries, the member libraries of
JSLA should be included k these libraries
because they are also of a public character.

S h k e i Maesono is professor gf A o m a Gakuin Women3 College. He has heen an actlx
member gfJSLA Since 1956 and is cli.ryent& chairinan @the Copy~girtCommittee. He m q
be reached via e-mail at:jsla@jsla.orjp jjSLA OBcej
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Unlike the U.S.counterpart, L?e copyright jaw of Japan has no provisions for fair
use, a d cases under w%ch copyri@ts cancot be claimed sre iisted in some 2@artides. One of Lkse is Article 31: "'fheproductioc in Libraries, etc." arid Lqe types sf Iibrzies are listed in supplementay provisions to t'iis article.
Article 3'1: The facil',ties, such as Iibraries, as prescribed by Cabinet Order
whose object is to offer the materials, srrch
as books or records, to the use of genera!
pbiic (hereinailer referred +LG as ''iihrary,
eti." in this Ar'LicIe) m y , in Cqe cases as
mentioned in the foilowing, reprcduce a
work by using the materizls, such as
books or records of &e library, etc. (hereinaeer referred to as "iiiirary materials" in
this Articie), as a business not aimed at
profit-making:
( Ij Where, in response "La the Cemand of

a user of the library, etc., for the purpose of
being used for investigation or research, the
library, etc. offer one copy per one user
thereof of a portion of a pu5lished work (as
to a separated work appeared in periodicals
which elapsed considerable period after the
publication, the whole thereof) ;
(2) Where it is necessary for preservation of library materials;
(3) Where, in response to the demand of
other l i b r m etc., the library, etc. offer a reproduction cf the library materials which
are difficult lo be acquired generally due to
out-of-print or a similar reason.
(Copyright Law, Chapter 2: Right of Author, Section 3: Contents of Right, Subsection 5: Restriction of Copy-right, 197Q)
In September 1970, just after the new
law was enacted, together with the Japan
Jibrary Association, JSLA submitted an
opinion ~n writing aboul the fact that this
request was not fully adopted.
It can be said that this strongly worded
request was reflected in the new law to
some extent, however, because a supplementary provision was added that enables
special libraries that are public and lasting
in character and that function as centers in
specific fields to become libraries with reproduction authority when designated by
the Director-General of the Agency for Culturd Affairs. At present, about 35 special
libraries belonging to associations or other
groups are so designated and are actually
providing the same reproduction services as
public libraries.
Following the impiementation of the
new law, the Japan Special Libraries Association dissolved its Copyright Committee.
However, the Copyright Council of the
Agency for Cultural Affairs continued its
stxdies on problems of fne new law and
recognized the presence of JSLA. In 1974,
the Copyright Council asked the association
to recommend a member for a subcommittee to be set up to discuss reproduction and
duplication. JSLA recommended the present
author, who was ti~enthe Chairman of the
Planning Committee of the association, and
who had been a member of the Copyright
Committee of the association until implementation of the new copyright law.
This subcommittee, which lasted for
three years, did not: accept JSLA's contention
that the member libraries of the association

should be regarded as libraries authorized to
reproduce under Article 31 of the law. After
that, however, the Copyright Council sought
the opinions of JSLA each time the copynght
law was partly revised. In view of this situation, JSL4 set up a new copyright committee
in 1983 and has since submitted opinions
on every subject considered to have some
relevance to the association.

Recent Activitries:
Government Relations
During the 25 years following its implementation, the copyright law was partly revised a total of 13 times. Since ics establishment in 1983, the rrew copyright committee
has discussed a total of eight subjects. JSLA
has submitted opinions to the Copyright
Council on four of these eight as subjects
having a relatior, to special libraries:
September 1983: With regard to an "interim report" of the Conference of Cooperative Surveyors and Researchers Concerning
Centralized Processing of Copyrights, the
association maintained that distributed processing of copyrights in individual fields
would be appropriate and pointed out matters to note if a centralized processing
agency should be set up.
November 1988: With regard to an "interim report" of the Eightn Subcommittee
(discussing protection of publishing companies) of the Copyright Council, the association argued that it was not necessary to
grant rights adjacent to copyrights to publishing companies.
April 1995: With regard to a "progress
report" of a working group of the Multimedia Subcommittee of the Copyright Council,
the association opposed the abolition of Article 31 of the copyright law and the prohibition of lending of computer programs and
phonograph records.
June 1996: With regard to "(Five) Matters for Consideration in Revision of the
Copyright Law," tke association opposed
the proposal to extend [he term of protection of copyrights from 50 to 70 years.
At present, JSLKs arguments have been
accepted on subjects two, three, and four.
The association's proposal on subject one
was turned down, and a centralized copyright processing agency was set up. However, the matters pointed out by the association are being observed.

Relations with Private
Ot'ganitafi~tl~
and Members
of JSLA
In Japan, a private organization named
the Japan Reprographic Rights Center
(JRRC) was set up in October 1991 as centralized copyright processing agency. Before
the establishment of this center, JSLA had
several talks with the Japan Book Publishers Association, which had been preparing
for its establishment, and expressed opinions about the scope of libraries and the
contents of reproduction mentioned in Anicle 31 of the copyright law. Guidelines concerning Article 31 are still being discussed
by JRRC and JSLA.
In the spring of this year, JRRC, with the
intention of handling transmission rights
together with reproduction rights, proposed
to the association that consultations be held
concerning concrete measures to achieve
that end. JSLA is inclined to accept the proposal and its copyright committee is now
working on schedule.
At the same time, the copyright committee is reporting on every occasion where
progress is made in discussions on copyright
issues and is also holding practical expianatory meetings and study meetings about reproduction. Copyright issue movements are
reported primarily in lectures at the annual
conference of the association and through
articles in the "Senmon Toshokan" (Bulletin
of the Japan Special Libraries Association).
With regard to practical copyright problems
at member li'lraries. members of the copyright commizee provide explanations and
guidance at meetings held from time to time
by the seven regional conferences.
In order to conduct these activities, the
copyright committee maintains close contact
with the Copyright Division of the Agency
for Cultural Affairs and the Japan Reprographic Righrs Center, as well as organizations related to libraries Needless to say,
JSLA has been collecting information about
the WIPO, WTO, other international organizations, and copyright-related organizations of major countries. In the meantime,
the members of the copyright committee
need a knowledge of the law. Study meeti n g ~in the Kanto chapter are therefore being planned to train the younger generation
of committee members who have adequate
8
legal knowledge.
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Patron saints are believed to be particulxiy sympathetic to certain places or professions
I am sure that a fascination aqd fondness or persons and thus more likely to be advofor trivia was a contributing reason to my cates or to intercede. Their selection seem to
interest in becoming a librarian. For one so be by popular acclaim rather than by a formal
inclined, studying about libraries and librari- process of designation. Saint Jerome was a
anship leads to at least a little bit of Iibrari- fourth century scholar of the church and is
ana-facts like the names of the lions in the translator of me Vulgate Bible. the Latin
front of the New York Public Library which translation still used in a revised form. He is
are Patience and Fortitude, or the names of one of the four doctors of the Western church
the lions in front of the South Carolina State (Gregory, Ambrose, Augustine, and Jerome)
Library which are Sol and Edgar (after pow- who rank just below the apostles.
Jerome, in addition to being a scholar
erful, long-time South Carolina politicians
Sol Blatt and Edgar Brown). Most librarians and translator of Greek and Hebrew, was a
can name some of the famous people who familiar figure in the Middle Ages when the
have worked in libraries, such as Casanova cult of saints was particularly in vogue. The
or Mao Tse-tung, but my favorite is Cole faithful were made aware of many episodes
Younger who worked in the prison library in in saints' lives by their depiction in various
Stillwater, Minnesota. Younger and his works of art. In Jerome's case, the most
brothers rode with Jesse and Frank James, popular scenes were of him in the wildertwo infamous American outlaws. Their ness as a hermit, in his study as a translacousins--also outlaws-formed the Dalton tor, and on his deathbed hearing the rumgang. Both the Youngers and the James pet of judgment day.
brothers rode with Quantrill,the Confederate
Saint Jerome was a favorite subject of
guerrilla leader who sacked Lawrence, Kan- medieval artists. Eugene F. Rice Jr., in Saint
sas. On a much less violent note, I was de- jerome in the Renaissance, lists 52 works.
lighted to discover recently that the patron paintings, altar pieces, and mosaics. At
saint of librarians is Saint Jerome.
least six are as a hermit in the desert. 10

are in his study, and I 2 deal with his death
or the "last trumpet." History tells us Slat
Jerome spent three years as a hermit, during which time he lezrned Hebrew. in this
period, he is usually portrayed as Searded
and dressed in tattered dothes beating his
chest with a rock. Sometimes, scantily dad
maidens-or at least young women-are
dancing and frolicking in the background,
but Jerome dirtifuliy resists earthiy temptations. The last tmmpet pictures s'now an
aged Jerome on his deathbed surrounded by
r
admirers, disciples, or d ~ e saints.
Howeve:, it is Saint jerome in his study
that depicts the saint as I would expect our
patron to be. He is seated at a desk with
Hebrev~and Greek texts, translating them
into Latin. A red cardinal's hat is usually
shown. either worn on his head or hanging
on the wdl. This, however, is an anachronism since the office of cardind with its red
robes and hat was not established until the
end of the tenth century and Jerome lived in
the fourth ar.d fifth cenlxries. Guarding his
study or resting near his feet is a tame or
pet lion (remember Patience, Fortitude, Sol,
and Edgar?) Sometimes the Iion is asleep
but his eyes remain open. At least, in medieval art, lions could sleep with their eyes
open as in the Psalm: "...he that keepeth IsC. Tom Sutherland is a senior librarian at Westinghouse Savannah Rher Site, Aiken, SC. rad shall neither slumber nor sleep" (King
James, Psalms, 121, 4;. Asleep or awake, i
He is also the w e n t President ofthe South Carolina Libray Association.
by C. Tom Sutherland
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am sure that the lion was most effective in
ensuring quiet in the study.
Thus, the iconography for Saint Jerome
includes a cardinal's hat and a lion. Saint
Jerome was posthumously elevated to the
rank of cardinal to show his stature in the
hierarchy of the church. The lion comes
from an apocryphal story.
One day a Iim came limping to Saint Jerome holding out his paw On examination,
Saint Jerome discovered L!at the lion's paw
had a thorn in it. Jerome removed the thorn,
cleaned the woV~;nd,
and bound up the paw.
For this, the lion was very grateful to Jerome. As a result, he took up residence at
the monastery and even did chores.
The old trick of removing a thorn was a
well known technique of lion-taming in the
ancient ~7orld.Aesop wrote about it and
Androcles was spared in the arena when a
lion recognized him as the one who had removed a thorn from his paw. (I do wonder
however, how many ancients were eaten
while trying to remove thorns from lions'
paws!) Allegorically, removing a thornwhich represents sin as in the crown of
thorns-is baptism or banishing the beast

in man. There was also a Saint Gerasmus
who tamed a lion. Some authorities s p e w
late that the story became associated with
Jerome due to the similarity of names.
Meanwhile, back at the monastery, the
lion was assigned the task of guarding a
donkey that carried firewood to the monastery from the forest where it was cut. Surely, a lion guarding a donkey would produce
a situation similar to that in Woody Allen's
observation, "The lion and the lamb shall
lie down together but the lamb won't get
much sleep." However, one day, the lion
went to sleep and must have closed both
eyes. Merchants in a passing caravan saw
the donkey unattended and stole him to
serve as their beast of burden.
The monks thought the lion had eaten
the donkey and, as a result, told him that
he had to assume the donkey's tasks. So
the lion began to haul the firewood to the
monastery. This seems to me quite bold on
the monks' part since a lion that can devour a donkey s h o ~ I dnot scruple at eating
a monk or two One day while carrying
firewood (it was tied on his back). the lion
saw the same caravan returning with the

monastery's donkey still in tow. With roars
and threatening gestures the lion herded
the caravan to the monastery. His roaring
alerted the monks who came out and recovered their donkey and I hope, apologized to the lion. One would assume the
rejoicing over finding the lox animal was
great, especially on the part of the lion.
I still do not know who chose Saint Jerome or when. I have consulted Dr. Eugene F.
Rice who guesses, appropriately for a medievalist, that the selection is recent since
1880. Dr. James J. O'Donnell, professor of
classical studies, does not know either. Elizabeth Kaschins and Jane Kemp speculate
that it is because he was an avid reader and
book ~ollector.~
If anyone knows about the
selection of Saint Jerome as our patron saint,
please let me know. I can he reached at 1803-725-1316; fax: 803-725-1 169; or via email at: tom.sutherIand@srs.gov.
8
1. "Patron Saints," EnCYclopedza Americana,
1994, XXIV, 99.
2.

Elizabeth Kaschins and Jane KemP, "Saint
Jerome, the Patron Saint of Librarians," LibravlOUI naI 113 j14)
1g88).
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McKinsey & Company is an international management consulting firm with 74 offices in
38 countries, serving the leaders of large organizations on matters of strategy,
organization, and operations. Our worldwide Transportation Sector is looking for a

-

Trans ortation
Researc Specialist

R

Our Trmsportaticn Sector is active worldwide in virtually all sectors of the transportation industry: airlines, railroads, postal and
parcel services, shipping, road haulage and forwarding, and urban transportation
The research specialist in Atlanta will be the North American focal point in an international network (Amsterdam, Dusseldorf,
Zurich) of research and information specialists supporting transportation and consulting teams worldwide. The role will he to
Gather and synthesize industry information to meet specific
iequesrs from consul'tng teams worldwide
Provide consultants with insights into transportation industry
structure, dynamics, and issues
Carry out research and analysis on financial, market,
operational, and organizational matters for consulting teams

B d d our practice infrastructure by developing and maintaining North American transportation industry library of
documentation and external sources
Help advance our Firm's industry knowledge by developing
industry overviews and company profiles and participating
in internal knowledge development projects

The ideal czndidate has an academic degree in business or transportation and 2 to 4 years work experience i c a transportation
environment. We expect a good understanding of the transportation industry coupled with strong analytical skills, familiiriirity witk
IT tools. and a proven interest in information gathering. The candidate should show initiative and combine independence with the
ability to work in an international team

We invite qualified candidates to send their application and resume before November 24, 1997: to Jennifer Hartz,
McKinsey & Company, Georgia-Pacific Center, Suite 4fi00,133 Peachtree Street, N.E.,Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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Prison l i b r a r i ~ s
Change
by Marjorie Lemon

When I graduated from library school, I
never imagined that I would find the job of
my dreams in a prison. I expected to work
in a college library, running a department
and surrounded by professors and scholarly
material. I was dimly aware that prisons existed, but never knew that they included libraries. The job interview opened my eyes,
although the library that I saw was sorely
lacking. It was a small book closet consisting of a limited law library, some recreational reading material-paperbacks, magazines, and newspapers-and two typewriters. Inmates did not come 10 the library for
information, they came because they were
bored or they came looking for mischief.
Of course many inmates who enter prison have never used a library. Over fifty percent are not high school graduates, and
they pursue careers that do not require a
high degree of literacy. Yet by the time they
leave, eighty percent of them have used
ours. The prison library has become fheir
information hub, as it assists with legal issues, education, computer skills, career information, resumes, and treatment.

Legal Assiot~nee
Since 1978, Pennsylvania courts have
mandated law library collections, with the
I.C.U. vs. Shapp Consent Decree (recent cases include Tillery vs. Owens and Austin vs.
the Pennsylvania Department of Conections). The Austin case has improved legai

access for inmates by mandating mini-law
libraries in the Restricted Housing Units
(R.H.U.) and by providing paralegals to assist those in the R.H.U.
The law library is crucial to those inmates awaiting trial and re-trial based on
the Post-Conviction Relief Act or if they are
fiing appeals or seeking a sentence reduction. Because most procedures have a time
deadline, quick access is necessary. The
courts haire generally decided that twelve to
fifteen hours a week is constitutiona!Iy adequate for research. Typewriters and a Xerox
machine are available and highly used.

Rime far Education
Inmates are encouraged to take advanrage
of the myriad of educational opportunities.
Most inmates are motivated to pursue more
knowledge and higher education Ievels for
personal satisfaction. alfnough the Parole
Board does provide some incentive. They
shtdy for their General Educational Development Test (G.E.D.),raise their literacy ievds;
and take vocational, college, and correspondence courses. The library provides suppiementaty materials for the above and for the
on-the-job training courses offered at the kstitution, such as air-conditioning and refrigeration, electrical,
consmction trades.
One inmate who worked in the library
took the one year Electrical Occupations
class. After ne was discharged, he got a job
with an electricai company making $7.50
an hour. He is offered overtime and with
that is making an adequate salary to sup-

Marjon'e Lemon has worked in Correctionsfor ten years, sewing as a p ~ s c n!ibra,liaM and
working with the State Library on various prqects She zk a veteran &the US. Air Force,
having worked in public relationsforfouryears.
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port hixsdf. So far, this has kept him away
from his previous occupation-drug sales.
Curing a lfirzr-j research dass held for 2literate inmates, it was shocking to observe
an inmate at the card catdog trying to sound
out a book title. h3fher inmate was trying
to fhd a zip code in Webster's Bictibnary.
Many of the inmates are very izteuigent,
street smart, and talented. As a result, they
are very good at their illegal pursuits. Yet
Lleir literacy can be at the third grade level
and encouraging tiiese inmates to use the libray am
5e a chdengege. If tiley begin using
the l i b r ~ yi~ prison and continueto do so
aher they get OX:$ their literacy s k i s will
continually Lrnprove. Ar: easy reacing collection is essential including audio and video
titles. Dr. Seux has become quite populz
becaxse his books are the or:ly ones [he mer:
are not exbarrassed to carry around:

Treatmeat Suppoaf
The Iibrary plays an important role in
supporting the prison's mission: habilitating the inmates. The library is part of the
treatment team and should provide suppjemental materiais for those iamates receiving counseling, A relatively new idea is
psychc!ogical 'Lreatment compnter software.
In 1990, the Pennsylvania State Library introdxed the state prison librarians to this
at an annual meeting. At the Western Psychiatric Center in Pittsburgh, we previewed
a variety of avaiilable software. After the
neeting, I purchased ten programs. They
cover dcohoi abase, stress, self-esteem:
thinking ski%, communication, reiationships, and assertiveness. The cc;unselors
appreciate the assistake and often refer
their classes to the libray tc compiete a
computer program. The counsebs hzve

also been very helpful in recommending
materials to support their curriculum.
Feedback from the inmates has been
positive. Often they say that they like the
computer part of their treatment class the
best because it is more private, they can
work ar their own pace, and they like learning to use a computer. The software is used
on a walk-in basis as well. The most popular item is a communication program that
helps analyze a problem relationship. The
inmates are amazed at the results, because
what the cornparer tells them seems extremely accurate

Vlgorhplace
Beginning in 1987, the state library has
funded Workplace for all of the state prisons.
L$70rkplaceis a computerized vocational
guidance system which was designed to establish career information centers in public
and corrections libraries. The program can
provide lists of possible jobs, schools that
offer certain training, information on training needed for a particular job, financial aid
information, and help creating resumes.
Our library has a separate career center

room, with the Workplace computer and
reading materials. When Workplace started,
I held an orientation class for counselors,
teachers, and halfway house directors. It
was well received. One director said that he
wanted every inmate to have a completed
resume when he entered the halfway
house. He said that would save time and
help in their job searches, as they are required to find a job when they arrive.
Then in 1995, the Pennsylvania Parole
Board issued a new requirement of paroling
inmates. m order to be considered for parole,
they must submit five cover letters and resumes for mailing to potential employers.
The library and parole board worked together and a monthiy Employment Correspondence Workshop was designed. Taught by
the library assistant, this three-week class
addresses writing mechanics and problem
areas, such as how to handle prison time on
a resume. Most challenging are the inmates
who have never had a job or who have been
steadily employed in an illegal activity.

Get Them %aCome in
'Itventy-one percent of our inmates are

functionally illiterate (a reading level of less
than fourth grade) and because of this an
audiovisual collection will snag them. A
solid collection of all types of music, plus
educational audiotapes and videotapes
should be offered. For many inmates, music
is the only thing that gets them in the door.
Then they see the multitude of services the
library has and may develop an interest in
reading, if only magazines and newspapers.
A library orientation class is given to all
new inmates to force them to come in and
hear about library programs. However,
many times what gets them in the door is
the recreational material.
For the library to be essential to the inmates, it develops a reputation for having
the information they need and desire. For
example, the inmates come in looking for
books on love poetry; this helps them maintain close contact with loved ones. I have
ten copies each of Pearls $Love and Love
P o e m f o r Cards and Letters. These are the
most popular books in the library and are
never on the shelf! Other often requested
information includes nationwide telephone
numbers. information on halfway houses
Information Ounooh November 1997
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and drug rehabilitation centers, and legal
forms. Workshops are offered on law, social
security, drivers education, and creative
writing.

Computer Skills
Over the past several years the number
of computers has grown from zero to seven.
The gradual automation process has been
accepted with enthusiasm by the library
workers. The inmates are grateful to have
the opportunity to work on a computer and
become somewhat computer literate. As the
library now has automated cataloging, circulation, and an OPAC, they can see fust hand
what some of the capabilities of computers
are and how they make their jobs easier.

Musical Libraries
In the past ten years, the library has
moved three times. It was not high on the
list for getting a permanent spot and was
moved to accommodate the growth of the
prison. Space is a sought after commodity
in a prison; it seems there is never enough
for anyone. As the coIlection and services
the library provides have grown, so has my
desperation for adequate space.
The last move in 1995 was to a new Education Building. The building was originally a bowling alley in Meadville, Pennsylvania and was donated to the Institution. It
was disassembled and moved to Mercer,
where it was pieced back together by inmates, under the supervision of maintenance instructors. A total savings of
$673,000 was realized by utilizing inmate
labor; the building has 8400 square feet
and includes the library, five cIassrooms,
and offices.
The new facility increased floor space by
847 square feet, shelving by 25 bookcases
and seating capacity by ten. The main room
seats thirty inmates and features a large,
modern circulation desk, a separate book
processing room, the librarian's office, a Career Center, and an audiovisual room. The
separate rooms are necessary because doors
can be closed when people need to talk, Iisten to music, or have a private meeting. The
law library consists of two separate rooms;
one for seating ten people and the other fcr
the legal clerks and compact shelving.
The main library's design goes against
current thought for prison Iibraries, as the
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seven foot high stacks have aisles, with
many hidden areas. The recommended design is for tall stacks Bat against the walk,
with only low stacks projecting into the
room for increased visibility. However, this
was the only way to significantly increase
book storage because the building has too
many windows in the storage area and the
administration did not want all of the windows covered by bookcases. But with ours
being a minimum security prison, we have
never had a severe theft problem like some
of the larger prisons. A Corrections Officer is
posted just outside the library door, and he/
she may be used at some point to search patrons as they leave. A security system has
been considered. but at this time the cost is
prohibitive. The new library is well-lit, with
an overall effect of light and spaciousness.

1$~~dffltJ
$@UPC~?S
The library will generally have three
funding sources: state money, inmate generated money, and giftlgrant money. If the Superintendent is a strong supporter of treatment and education for inmates, the library
will be a Iine item in the Institution budget
However, most of this money will buy k g 5
materials, which have been mandated by the
courts. Another possible source of state
money, because the library is located in the
Education Department, is education money.
In recenL years, education funding has been
much tighter than corrections funding, and
any money received here will be minimal.
In Pennsylvania, inmate generated money goes into the Inmate General Welfare
Fund and the Inmate Activities Committee.
The Inmate General Welfare Fund consists of
monies generated by inmate purchases &
the commissary and by long distance telephone calls. The only stipulation for this
hnding is that it must be spent on inmate
recreation activities: I use it to purchase fiction, video and audio tapes, This funding
has grown and is now more than half tine libray budget. The Inmate Activities Committee raises money by selliig ice cream and
photographs, and donates money to our iibrary for the purchase of several items.
Rarely, a concerned citizen will send a
cash donation but most often we receive
gifts of used books. L.S.C.A. grant money
has been received from the Pennsylvania
State Library to make significant improve-

ments statewide. U70rkplacewas funded for
all 21 prisons this way. In 1992, they committed to the largest corrections' Iibraries
project ever: developing a union catalog on
CD-ROM and automating circulation for all
the prisons.
The strong financial backing that 1 have
received has enabled me to realize my gods
for the library. The budget has grown significantly over the past ten years and this
has made possibie the implementation of
new ideas and programs,

di$rt@~!iibra~~
ban
In 1993, Pennsylvania prisons broke
new ground with their PENDOC (Pennsylvania Department of Corrections) CD-ROM
union catalog, Until then, most of the prisons did not have interlibrary loan for the
inmates, because the public libraries were
unwilling to provide this service. Because
the range of inmates goes from the illiterate
to doctors and lawyers, this service is invaluable. Many of the prisons have small
beginning collections and with the wide
range oaf book requests the more literate inrnates would soon give up if not for ILL!
Then, rather than let the PEEDOC catalog
die upon expiration of the g a n t monies, the
S'tte Library assisted in getting us into ACCESS PENNSYLVANIA,the statewide inrerlibrary loan network. In 1995, we were first
listed on the CD-ROMs and we are now
part of a much larger network that includes
public, school, and other special libraries.
Besides the tremendous iccrease in interlibrary loan capability, this provides traditionally isolated prison Iibrarians with the
opportunity to receive professional training
on the most q-io-date technoicgy and to
network with o t k r iibrarians.

Rewardi~

efie~ces

Corrections Iibrazy work has Seen both
exciting and ci~allenging.Kt can stiE be a
battle for the prison librarian to be taken
seriously. Fom~nateiy,1 have been lucky to
have an administration that appreciates
and supports the library. The libray has
grown significantly under my direction and
it has been very enjoyable to watch and direct the growth process. And this career
does have its Caily rewards; as one innate
told me recently, "I forget that 1 am in prison when I'm In the library."
g~
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In December 1996, the World InteUechial
Property Organization (WIPO) considered
several treaties on copyright. The one treay
that failed to pass muster concerned proteclion of databases. Consequently, the U S .
Copyright Office has prepared a report ori
legal protection for databases at the request
of Senator Orrin Hatch, chair of the Judiciary Committee. The following is a condensation of that report.
Copyright protections for databases, or
"compilations," in the U.S. have been protected since 1790 by the fxst U S . Copyright
Act, following two rationales: the "sweat of
the brow" based on the compiler's effort;
and the "creativity" of compiler's selection
and arrangement. The 1976 Copyright Act
defined "compilation" as requiring originality in selection and arrangement. However,
the Supreme Court rejected the "sweat of the
brow" argument in favor of creative originaiity. Specifically, in the case of F&t Pubiications, Inc. Y. Rural Teephone Sewice
(199:), the high court heid that a white pages telephone directory was uncopyrightable
because the compilation lacked sufficient
creativity, regardless of the amount of work
or "sweat of the brow" it took to compile it.
The court also stated that the scope of protection for compilations is "thin" coverL2g
only the original elements of the c o m p h
tion's selection, coordination, or arrangement. Since Fa% most cases have found
compilations narrowly copyrigntable.
The database industry has adopted three
strategies to protect their compilations: 1)
incorporating greater creativity into their
databases, 2) relying on contracts or Iicenses, and 3) limiting access via technology.
The US. Copyright Office, whose authority extends to determining copyright-

.
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ability of "compila~ions"in databases, applies the test for originaiity required by fne
Feist decision. The Office registers most
claims submitted for compilations.
In the international arena, databases are
protected by the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Wcrh
and the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS).Copyightable databases would be
protected by the '(NIP0 Copyright Treaties
which have proven controversial in the U.S.
and have not yet been approved.
The European Union (EU) adopted a directive in March 1990 for database protection to be adopted in respective national
iegislations by January 1, 1998. It aitempts
to harmonize copyright protection for databases with a term of 15 years.
From March through June 1997, the
Copyright Office has held meetings with
representatives of fne lil~rarycommunity,
science agencies, educational groups, and
database producers. These meetings conduded that 1) databases are mlnerable to
copying, 2) individuai facts should not be
privately owned, 3) individuals should be
free to obtain facts independently from
originai sources, 4) government databases
should not 5e copyrighted, 5) science, research, education, and news reporting
should no: be harmed, and 6) sutbstantiaI
free copying for commercid, competitive
purposes should not be allowed.
Proponents of possible iegisiation to
protect databases argile that their products
are important t~ the U.S. economy requiring
time and expense to maintain and are
threatened by cheap copying while existing
law offers inadequate protection which may
might diminish future databases. Opponents

by Luwrence Guthrie, 11, Guthne is interlibrap ban libranbn, Covingtoiz Q Bxding
Washington, DC For more informatzbn on “Copyright Cornec " or to contribute to Lbe column, pieme contact Guthne at: 1-202-562-5158; fa:
I-2GZ-778-8658; e-mail;
lguthPie@cov.com.
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of new legislation say <?ere is not sufficient
need because cmrent legal, c o n t x $ ~ d and
,
technoiogid protections have led to the
t- ..
database i~dustry,saying current
copyright law strikes a good balance bemeen incentives for cration and the disseminatiion of informatior,.
The primary issues of the Zopyiight Office discussions are:
1) whetlie; addition& protection is
needed considering current contracts and licenses, although proponents daim h a t in
1998 when Ei: directive become ic force,
American database producers will be zt a
competitive disadvantage, and predict that
U.S. producers vjill have to adopt more restrictive contracts than foreign congetitors.
Opponents say &e U.S. should take the
lead ir?. estabiisizing appropriate ictellec~zi
propem policy, parti~~larly
in using government data, where the U.S. differs greatly
from European countries.
2) The mcdds for form of new protection
are either an exclusive pr~pertyr@t or some
foim of unfair competition Iaw, alfnougi? reciprocal protection i~ %rope x@ht not o i a t
Defmition of i n p o r a ~term
t
wiE be cncial,
such as database, substatid p ~ r etc.
: Some
guarantee thax public interes, uses wiE contihue, sudi as scientific, research, ed-ilcationd,and news report@ is desiied.
Another issxe is that of durzticn of
copyright protedion. When Cle database is
the sole sou.rce for the informatior;, as
when government dzta is provided to a private producer or telephone subscriber information, would a ~ y o n estill have acccss to
Cte information tb:ough other soumes?
hiso of concern is h ~ thei U.S.
~ Comti?&i~nmay iimit Congress' abiiity 'lo iegislate in this area. Considering Feisfi can Congress provide "sweat of tr;le Srov~"copyright
protection under the Coxmerce Clause? The
more the statute differs from copyight, the
more likely it will be unconstitztional.
To view Cle ccrnplete report go to
WCVMI-,loc.govlcopyright.
8
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changes are in store for all but the most recalcitrant of the gate keepers.
Reference Sewices for Archives and Manuscripts
Reference Semces for Archives and
Cohen, Laura B. Reference Services for Archives Manucnpts is described by the publisher as
and Manuscripts. Binghamton, NY: Haworth a work that attempts to deal with unique isPress, 1997. 215 p. ISBN: 0-7890-0042-3. [The sues that arise as archivists deal with proveReference Librarian series, no. 56)
nance, access, security. It is also intended to
help the practitioner in the increasingly difiPerhaps more than any other specialists cult task of balancing the .'competing dein the information science professions, ar- mands of donors, researchers, the public,
chivists are encountering a myriad of chang- and the press." And it should not be left unes brought about by a global information so- said that another objective of the editor is to
ciety, digital technology, and by the democ- counter ignorance and misunderstanding on
ratization of governments, institutions, and the part of librarians toward the work of the
consumer advocacy.
archival community.
In meeting the stated objectives, Cohen
Reference Services for Archives and
Manwcnpts, edited by Laura Cohen. is an has included 13 papers on a wide array of
extremely timely publication.
topics on reference services for archives and
A primary reason for the dramatic impact manuscripts. James Cross discusses the
electronic access has on reference service in "State of the Art" and notes that ten years
archives and manuscripts is related to the have elapsed since the last issue of fie
phidosophicaVtheoreticaI differences among Reference Librarian was devoted to arprofessionals about the nature of archives chives. Any librarian, archivist, or records
collections, their organization, and their use. manager is aware of the significant changes
Where one comes down on the side of pur- in technology and consumer advoiacy that
pose, provenance, access, and users influ- have impacted their services. However,
ences greatly the approach to reference ser- Cross focuses on the content of current refvice. The author of one paper quotes Carolyn erence services as opposed to the method of
Heald, saying, "In the area of reference and delivery. He speaks clearly of the difference
user services, archivists are particularly re- in archives reference and library reference.
calcitrant, lagging behind their library comTerry Eastwood's discussion of Public
Services Education for archivists summarizpanions by more than 100 years" (p. 37).
While Reference Services for Archives es key issues related to archival theory, inand Manuscripts is very timely, one might cluding the place of use and retention poliask about its intended audience and need. cies. Eastwood, while recognizing the diiWon't most practitioners be familiar with culties. supports a greater orientation toward
the descriptive accounts of services and public services-perhaps more along the
technological developments in the field? lines of library services. Le Roy Barnett
Probably not-if Cohen is correct. Cohen speaks of the archives reference chair as the
says that archival reference is entering into "Hot Seat." He provides a personal narrative
uncharted waters when dealing with com- with practical advice about improving referputer fdes on the Internet. She is correct in ence performance-particularly by supplesaying, "If such a practice becomes wide- menting traditional fmding aids. His advice
spread, the repository will be a changed about becoming a better reference person is,
place, necessitating a new relationship be- on the whole, very solid-but his perspective
tween archivists and researchers who have on how to use personal time or business
no face-to-face contact." Indeed, the papers time for self-improvement leaves a lot of
in this collection indicate that the repository room for debate. And, other approaches to
is already a changed place-and many more better reference may work as well.
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Fredric Miller has provided a well written
paper on Archival Description. He explains
clearly the principies of provenance, original
order, the importance of context, etc. He emphasizes the importance of MARC and appropriate subject headings to the integration of
archives into the nation's overall information
system. He also summarizes key issues related to archives description in the future, including technologka! developments. Frank
Burke's contribution is a brief history of the
development of the National Archives and the
Library of Congress Manuscripts Division.
Comprehensive reference sources such as the
National Znventoy @ D o a r n e n t ~Sources
in the United States, the Nahonai Union Catalog ofManusmpt @IIectlom, the Directory
@Archives and Manwmpt Rqositones in
the United States, and Archives USA are considered in historical perspective. What a boon
these sources a r e M be to researchers!
Other papers in Reference SwvicesforArchives and Manwcnpts have a more narrow
audience for the most part. Among these
topics are hidden groups, ethical concerns,
Australian archives, electronic records at the
National Archives, and the N.Y. State Archives. Bruce Dearstyne's paper, Archives
and Outreach, suggests a new paradigm in
which archivists would proactively reach out
to potential researchers. Dearstyne's key issues related to archives reference and outreach need a forum (p. !95).
Archivists, librarians, records managers,
and other information professionals can learn
a lot from this collection of papers. Cohen has
achieved her objectives; archivists, librarians,
and others wilI profit from the perspectives,
advice, and technical expertise of the various
authors. The digital, connectivity genie will
increasingly work on this segment of our information society, leading to greater integration, prominence, and importance for archive
and manuscript collections.
%
, Lanier.
~ Lanier
~ is health
~ sciences librarian and msociate professor at Universi& @ ~llinoisat chicago Libray o f the
Health Sciences-Rockford.
b

To see how much there is to enjoy within five to twenty minutes of the '98 Conference site, accompany me on a short tour.
We'll start on the Capitol Commons, a
lovely, grassy area with flowers, walkways,
and many places to sit. Surely, this will be a
good place to take a short break from conference activities. Looking north, we see a
fountain on the Commons and beyond it,
the Indiana State House. To our left is the
Westin Hotel and to the right. across Capitol
Avenue, is the Hyatt Regency. Turn around
and you'll see the front of the Indiana Convention Center on Maryland Street. Leaving
the Commons, we turn right on Maryland
Street, heading west, and in a couple of
minutes see the axched entrance to Victory
Field, home of the Indianapolis Indians
baseball team. Turning right and heading
north on West Street, we see the Courtyard
by Marriott at the Capitol across the street
and beyond it. the square pink glow of the
Eiteljorg Museum of American Indians and
Western Art, located on the corner of West
and Washington Streets. In front of the museum near Washington Sneet is a lovely
fountain, depicting deer as they splash
through the water. Very close to the entrance of the Eiteljorg is the commanding
presence of a Northern Plains Indian. In
June, we'll spend some time in this museum
looking at the permanent collections and
also a special multi-sensory exhibit presenting the Miami Indians of Indiana. Near
the Eiteljorg is the L W Theater where we
can enjoy a movie in 3-D. These two attractions, as well as the Victory Field, are part
of the White River State Park, Indiana's
first urban state park. Initiated in the
1 9 8 0 ' ~it~encompasses 267 acres on what
was once an industrial slum.
Beyond the MAX, a sweep of open
space greets us and draws the eye to the

wide pedestrian bridge across the White
River. This place seems far removed from
the sometimes frantic pace of the convention center and business area. Before crossing the bridge, we look at a family maneuvering a paddle boat at the end of the canal.
We then stroll south to the White River
State Park Visito:'~ Center, located in an attractive old pumphonse. Inside, a receptionist informs us that walkers or joggers can
cover three miles by taking the canal walkway to its end and back.
From the punphouse, it's only a few
steps to the broad pedestrian bridge where
a family riding bikes approaches us. At the
end of the bridge, we can go either right
and enjoy the Riverwalk Promenade or bear
left to reach the entrance of the Indianapolis
Zoo. The award-winning Promenade extends along the upper banks of the White
River and is constructed of Indiana l i e stone. Along the Promenade, 14 stone tablets depict famous buildings constructed of
Indiana limestone. Taking the path to the
left, we arrive at the zoo in a couple of minutes. Ten years old, the Indianapolis Zoo is
very up-to-date zoological park. It is the
only facility in the United States to be accredited as a zoological park, botanical garden, and aquarium. Walking at a moderate
pace, you'll fmd the zoo is only 20 minutes
away from the convention center.
Feeling an urge to shop, we head toward
Circle Centre, making our way back to West

-

by Sarah A. Kelly. Kelly is lfe sciences libranan, Purdue University.For more igfiormahon
about the conference, visit SDl3 Web site at: www.sla.org/conJnSrneet;/index.
h l .

Street, crossing it to continue on W a s h i o n
Street. We c a see
~ the striking glass Artsgarden which rises 17 feet over the intersection
of Washington and Illinois streets and
curves to 95 feet above street level. Containing 12,500 square feet of space, the Artsgarden is well suited to promote the arts.AU of
the arts are part of regular programming in
this facility and information about the arts in
Indianapolis is distributed here. For more information, visit the Indianapolis Art Council's Web site at www.indyarts.org. Before
reaching our shopping destination, we have
a generous lunch at the Boston Beanery. The
Beanery is located in a former 1920's movie
palace built in a Spanish Baroque style. This
interesting building is also home to the hdiana Repertoly Theatre. Energized, we're
ready to shop and enter Circle Centre at LUinois and Washington Streets. Although this
shopping mecca has more than 100 stores
and restaurants and occupies four levels, it is
not overwhelming; it has an almost intimate
ambiance. The vaulted glass ceiling enclosing
the Centre lets in daylight and at each end of
the mall. Suspended from the ceiling is a
large stained glass oval panel which beautifully catches that Iight. Looking over the directory of the Centre, we note that in addition
to the wide variety of shops and restaurants,
there are two entertainment complexes on the
fourth level and that they include some virtual entertainment experiences.
Our next goal is the Indiana State Museum, which is located about fifteen minutes
fiom Circle Centre. Exiting the Centre on
Washington Street, we stroll east. To the left,
there is the very impressive Soldiers' and
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Sailors' Monument at the center of Monument Circie. In another half block, we've arrived at Pennsylvania Street. Walk a block
north and cross Market Street, pause and
look left to get a different view of the Monument, then turn east passing in front of the
City Market. Inside are fruit stands, meat
markets, and specialty food stalls. A plaza
outside provides a pleasant space to enjoy
what was purchased inside. Going north on
Alabama Street takes us to the entrance of
the Indiana State Museum. The museum has
several worthwhile collections, including a
substantial collection of paintings by Indiana
artists or about Indiana.
For a closer look at Monument Circle,
we retrace our steps and approach the Circle by Market Street. The Soldiers' and
Sailors' Monument is located in the center
of the Circle which is the center of the
city's original plat. Until high-rise buildings arrived, the Monument dominated the
downtown skyline. It is still very prominent and with its terraced steps, fountains,
pools, statuary, and obelisk shaft which is
a very handsome landmark. Conceived as
a memorial to the more than 210,000 Hoosiers killed in the Civil War, the Monument
now stands also as a tribute to the more
than 4,000 killed in the war with Mexico.
To the northeast of the Monument is the
Columbia Club and beside it the Christ
Church Cathedral. To the southeast on the
Circle is the recently restored Hilbert Circle
Theatre, home of the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra. We see a horse and carriage nearby, It is possible to take a half
hour tour of the area using this leisurely
mode of transportation. From Monument
Circle, it is only three blocks to the Capitol
Commons where n7ebegan our trip.
Although our tour included several
stops, it excluded several others. One of the
more important omissions was the Indianapolis City Center located at 201 South
Capitol Avenue about one half block south
of the Capitol Commons. In addition to souvenirs and a very large map of Indianapolis,
the City Center has a variety of brochures
highlighting local and statewide attractions.
You may want to stop here first to design
your own tour of Indianapolis!
If you wouId Iike to view a map of Indianapolis, visit SLA's Web site at
www.sla.org.
8
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Cnatfung aua In%%itu9lcr~iff
Web Site
by Jessie McGowan

As more businesses and institutions are
realizing the possibilities offered by the
Internet and its multimedia counterpart, the
World Wide Web, many new opportunities
are being created. Library staff is well positioned to take advantage of these opportunities, especially in the are of Web site creation. Why? Because librarians have the organizational, indexing, and cataloging
skills needed to establish an effective Web
presence for their organizations.

:

guidelines failed to receive sufficient endorsements by organizations to warrant official action, proposed guidelines in several
areas were issued in an interim report to
the Commissioner of the PTO. During the
following months organizations considered
the guidelines for endorsement. In May
1997, the conference concluded and a final
report will be issued.

&tEui$ko of %heCq~@gRd:
Comaari%tec@f%C Japan SpecBaT

Ljbrafks dkfs@eidki#~:
kookirrg Back on the Past 33 Years
by Shukei Maesano

TWD Cficks %My7Piease
by Gilbert Konishi

A completely revised copyright law was
he Internet is a giant, ~ o ~ u m e n t a lpromulgated in Japan on May 6, 1970, and
wave, not unlike the one in the Japanese put into effect on January 1, 1971. The
print depicting a giant wave threatening a copyright law that went into effect when Jasmall fishing vessel. The Internet is vast; it pan joined the Berne Convention in 1899
is awesome (80 million pages and Count- had been
up until that time
ing); it can be frustrating to access what with partial revisions. BY 1970. however,
You want dnen YOU r e d y want i t The besf the advent of sound and image recording
solution to date appears to be a private, equipment had already made these partial
knowledge-based Intranet, where preselect- revisions ineffective with regard to reproed components of a special library universe duction. Major revisions of copyright laws
can be accessed from the Internet, no more were a global phenomenon in those days,
than two clicks away and by anybody in and Japan revised its copyright law in line
branch offices. The challenge of specid li- with this trend.
brarians today is to be able to select the essential components of their finite worlds, Prjsors &&raxdss Change Lives
whether in hotelfmotel sales, real estate in- by Marjorie Lemon
vestment trusts, internal medicine, and the
like.
Many inmates who enter prison have
never used a library, Over 50 percent are
~@~&F'@EcE
On pair
&3'E2~e&s
not high school graduates and they pursue
U~rdentandirng,%a& kittIe ReslaHts
careers that do not require a high degree of
by Sarah K. Wiant
literacy. Yet, as Librarian Marjorie Lemon
explains, by the time they leave, 80 percent
The United States Conference on Fair have used their information center. The
Use (CONW) was convened in September prison libraly has become their information
1994. CONFUs mission was three-fold: to hub-& assists ulth legal issues, education,
bring together copyright owners and users, computer skills, career information, reto discuss fair use issues, and to develop sumes, and treatment. Lemon explains her
guidelines for fair use of copyrighted works rewarding experiences working in a prison
by librarians and educators. Although the library.
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Cr6w ~kge%th%?
m Quvre a:: gj&?k?~.iifi
$!& && b%&&mX?~
par Jessie McGowan
Au fur et ti mesure que Ies enzeprises et institutions rkalisent les possibiJitks offertes par
hternet et sa conirepartie multimedia, le World
wide m,eb, nombre d'oppoaunites nouveues
voient io,r. ie Dersonnelde la 5ibliothkaue
est bien place pour profiter de ces opportunitks,
surtout dans le domaine de la crhtion d'un site
Web. Pourquoi ? Parce que les bibliothecaires
ont les talents organisationnels, &indexation et
de catalogage necessaires pour ktabii une
presence Web efficace pour leurs organismes.

Wicn qae deux eBes, s id mws @a2
par Gilbert Konishi

Internet est une vague gkmte, aonumentale, pas tellernent diffkrente de !a gravure
japonaise qui dipeint une vague gkante
aenapnt un petit bateau de @he. Lnternet est
vaxe ; jl est monumental (80 million de pages
et le nombre augmente) , a d d e r a ce que :'on
desire quand on en a absolument Sesoin pmt
ezeexasperant, A present, meseure dcs Sobase sur
lutions semble etle un internet p,jv~,
les connaissances, permettant cl'acckder 2 des
composants prCsklectionnCs de I'univers d'une
bibliothkque speciaiisee depuis Internet, rien
~ u ' Bdeux dics de nlimpoae qui dms les diffkrentes succursdes. hjourd'hui, !e defi des
bibliothkcaires specialises est de pouvoir sklectionner ies composants essentieis de leur
monde liite, que ce soit dans celui des ventes
d'hhtels ou de motels, des societes
d'investissement en biens immobiliers, de la
rnkdecine interne, etc..
L8 f h f i f m ~sur
~ ~I'uBgs
.
h s ~ n &d@;8

owrages engeasdn Ia comp@he~si~%
t&$
2%C pEib de r&s?swl&sb.s
par Sarah I(. Wiant

La Confkenv des Etats-Gnk sur pusage
des Owages a efe convoqueeen Septembre 1994. Lz Conference avait trois missions
: reunir les detenteurs et usageis des
aauteur,dismterdes questions relatives
ltusage homete et g&orer des directives P
l'mtention des bibliothemires et des enseignants
pour I'usage honngte des ouvrages &tenant des
droits exclusifs. Bien que ies direc-tives n'aient

pas etk aacceptees par un nombre suffisant
d'organismes pour que des nlesures officielles
soient justifiees, les directives proposees dans
plusieurs domaines ont kt6 publiees dans un
rapport intkrimaiue au Directeur du Bureau des
brevets et marques deposkes. Durant les mois
suivants, les organismes ont consider6 les directives afin de decider si oui ou non ils 1es accepteraient. La Conference s'est terminee en mai
1997 et un rapport final sera publie.

Aclivit6s du Carnie4 der droits

d'a~tewde I'&soeia%iarndes
bibliatheqabes sp&ialis$e$ du Japan :

Wclour epl mi&?^ 0618 les 33 derniires
atnnkes
par Shukei Maesano

Une loi entieranent r6vist.e sur Ies droits
d'auteur a ete promulguCe au Japon le 6 mai
1970 et mise en application le 1" janvier 1971.
La loi sur les droits d'auteur, qui etait entree en
vigueur lorsque le Japon Ctait devenu membre
de la Convention de Berne en 1899, Ctait restke
en vigueur jusqu'g ce moment-la avec des rkvisions partielles. Cependant, en ce qui concerne
la reproduction, I'anlvke du matkriel de son et
d'images avait dkja rendu inoperantes d b
1970 ces rkvklons partielles. Les revisions profondes des lois sur ies droits d'auteur etaient
un phknomene global a cette epoque et le Japon
a rkvise ses lois sur ies droits d'auteur pour se
conformer a cette tendance.
L e i br'blioth2quesd m prisons
chawgernt des vies
par Marjorie Lemon

De nombreux Cktenus n'ont jam& mis pied
dans une bibliodlkque avant de pknetrer dans
la prison. Plus de 50 pour cent ne sont pas
dipl6mCs d'une Ccole secondaire et ils poursuivent des canieres qui n'exigent pas un haut
d e g i d'alphabetisation. Pourtant, cornme
l'explique la bibliothkcake Marjorie Lemon, entre leur entree et leur depart, 80 pour cent auront utilisC Ieur centre de documentation. La
bibliotheque de la prison est devenue leur bureau central de renseignements : elle les aide
dans les domaines du droit, de l'education, des
ordinateurs (savoir s'en servir), de I'orientation
professionnek des cunicuhm vik, et de la
readaptation. Marjorie Lemon decrit les exphiences gratifiantes de son travail dans une bibhothkque de prison.

Desarreldarrdo, irraplcmsantaadq y
3dmini$bfandQ
gbitaci& $e
{$lib& sitel. ilpestitucionaI
Metiow

A medida que mas negocios instituciones
se dan cuenta de las posibilidades ofrecidas
su equivalente media multiple
el
mfomatico
la red mundial
(World Wide Web), se continuan creando muchas oportunidades nuevas. El personal bibliotecario esti en buena posicion para aprovecharse de estas oportunidades, especialmente
en el tenen0 de la creation de la ubicacitjn de
red. ~PorquC? Porque bibliotecarios tienen
las habilidades necesarias de organizar, indicar, y catalogar para establecer una representacion efectiva en la red para sus organizaciones.

p~lfw

KX@

$~1am&892%

pF'f3WX
por Gilbert Konishi

El Internet es m a ola grande, monumental, no desigual a la del grabado Japones que
demuestra una ola gigante que amenaza una
pequeiia nave de pesca. El Internet es inmenso; es irnponente (80 millones de paginas y
contando); el acceso de lo que uno quiere
puede ser frustrante cuando uno lo quiere de
verdad. La mejor soluc~onhasta ahora parece
ser un Intranet privado, basado en el conocimiento, donde componentes seleccionados
de antemano de un universo de biblioteca especial, pueda ser asequible desde el Internet, a
no mas de dos pdsadas y por cualquiera en
las oficinas sucursales. El reto de 10s bibliotecaries especiales h0y
es el poder seleccionar 10s componentes esenciales de sus mundOs limitadost aunque sea en ventas de
cornpahias de i3versi0nes en bienes inmedicha
y todo lo seme-

temas sobre el uso apropiado, y desarrollar las
reglas en el uso equitativo de ensayos de bibliotecarios y educadores con derechos proregidos. Aunque las reglas dejaron de recibir suficientes endosos por las organizaciones para
justifiw la intervention legislativa, las reglas
propuestas en varios campos se publicaron en
un informe provisional para el cornisionado de
la PTO. Durante 10s meses siguientes las organizaciones consideraron las reglas del endosarniento. En mayo de 1997, la conferencia
se concluyo y se publicara un ultimo informe.

A ~ t i ~ i d xd k~ tbmiti
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de denchas
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Bibf3atecas Especiales dei J a p h
fef!@x%b~i~88d0
~5ifreits 6lf.ima~33
~fi05,
por Shukei Maesano

Una ley completamente rnodificada de 10s
derechos protegidos fue promulgada en el
Japon mayo 6, 1970, y puesto en vigor enero 1,
1971. La ley de 10s derechos protegidos que se
puso en vigor cuando el Japon se incorporo en
la Convencion de Berne de 1899, se conservo
hasta ese momento con revisiones parciales.
Sin embargo ya en 1970 la aparicion de equipos de grabacion con sonido e imagenes ya
habia hecho que estas revisiones parciales hesen ineficaz con respecto a la reproduccion.
Revisiones importantes de leyes de derechos
protegidos fueron un fenomeno mundii en
aquellos d'ias, y el Japon modific6 su ley de
derechos protegidos con este sistema.

La%hibliatecas de p~j$i&cmbian
yf&s
por Marjorie Lemon

Muchos presos que entran en prision no
han utilizado nunca una biblioteca. Mas del
50 por ciento no ha terminado el bachillerato y
jmte.
se dedican a carreras que no precisan un grado elevado de alfabetismo. Sin embargo,
CanfertmAa S O ~ W OSQ eq~ita%i?s~como explica la bibliotecaria Mjorie Lemon,
cuando son liberados, el 80 por ciento ha utip g i u ~ csmprenaribrr,
e
per0 paces
lizado su centro de information. La biblioteca
re5gjgados,
de la prisibn se ha convertido en su nucleo de
Sarah K.
informacion-asistiendo con temas legales,
L, conferencia estadounidense sobre el educacion, aptitud con el ordenador, inforequi,tivo (CONFU) se convoc6 en septi- macion sobre carreras, curriculum vitae, y
embre del 94. La mis16n de CmFU
hetriple: tratamiento. Lemon explica sus experiencias
reunir a los duefios los utilizadores, discutir provechosas trabajando en una biblioteca de
prisibn.
mueblesg
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AVAILABLE!
vices, Inc. P.O. Box 720728,
Houston, TX 77272. Fax (713)
779-2992. Phone (713) 7792999. ToH Free 1-800-5210061. Email:rpbs@rpbs.com. We
sell space-saving microfilm for
many titles.

us about the new basic price
option for books and serials
projects that require only minimal editing. Contact OCLC at 1800-848-5878, ext. 4386 or
send e-mail to: marcia-stout
@oclc.org.

E X P E R T CATALOGING
SERVICES w r z ~FASTCAT Out-

LIBRARY BENCHMARKING step-by-step notebooks, bi-

sourcing doesn't have to be
painful: Clear up backlogs, special collections, foreign language
cataloging, or just supplement
your technical services staff. Library Associates provides Original and Copy cataloging, and
Retrospective conversion services. USMARC or customized formats. Send the work off-site to
us or we'll send staff to you.
fastcat@primenet.com or (800)
987-6794 for more information.

monthly newsletter, training
classes and consulting service.
Increase your library's performance 6t profile by using successful Total Quality methods.
For a free copy of Libray
Benchmarking Explained, contact Library Benchmarking Intl,
PO Box 2593, Universal City,
TX 78148; 800-659-1914 voice
6s fax;--netnet;
or
visit our homepage (http://
www.world-net.netiusers/Ibi).
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1997 Annual Salary Survey
The most detailed and accurate salary
data for information professionals.
Based o n 1997 data g a t h e r e d from a n SiA m e m b e r
survey, this cornpre'nensive analysis provides a c c u r a t e US,and C c n a d i a n salary info'orrnaiioninciuding
industry vpe, g e o g r a p h i c crea, job title, b u d g e t
range, education, a n d years of experience.
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WE'LL KEEP
YOU POSTED
World Reporter5"keeps you on top of business
news and intelligence across the globe...in both
emerging and developed markets...all through
one online database delivering over 300-andcounting quality sources-including the top
newspapers, newswires, and business magazines
from every region of the world. Jointly developed
by Knight-Ridder Information, Dow Jones
Interactive Publishing, and Financial Times
Information, World Reporter contains full-text
articles for most English-language sources and
English abstracts for local-language sources.
Updates posted throughout the day every day

give you the latest global insights...easily. The
precision indexing and the unbeatable searching
power of DIALOG (File 20) and DataStar (REPO)
ensure you'll always be completely informed. So
stay posted around the world. Phone +I-650-2548800,l-800-334-2564, or visit our Web site at
http://www.krinfo.com/.
In Europe call 1-44171 930
5503.
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THE WAY

TO FULL-TEXT
ENLIGHTENMENT IS LIT BY

DIALOG"
Where do you find the most complete collection
of online full-text titles in the world? Just one place:
DIALOG.
Search the complete text of articles from magazines,
newspapers, trade journals, newsletters, and market
research reports. And don't forget our full coverage of
business, news, scientific research, intellectual property, and other special disciplines.
With over 4,000 full-text titles available at your keyboard, cut down on your workload by finding what
you need the first time around. Shave off wasted time
by searchmg full text with DIALOG.

If you want to keep track of the important articles on
a particular subject area automatically, ask about our
Alert service. Articles can be delivered to you via fax,
e-mail, or print.
Go online with us and you'll have access to the
largest collection of full-text information in the world,
bar none. And we can prove it. Call 1-800-334-2564
and request our Full-text Source List (#068018).Or for
more information about us, visit our Home Page at
http://www.krinfo.corn/.
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